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ABSTRACT 

With increasing emphasis on reliability in industry, products are now made more robust, 

and few failures are observed in a short development period, hi this circumstance, 

assessing product reliability based on degradation data at high stress levels becomes 

necessary. These tests are called accelerated degradation tests. There is a need to 

scientifically design these test plans. A good test plan can save time and expense, and 

provide more accurate estimates of reliability for the same number of test units and test 

time. To address this problem, a four-step-approach for the optimum planning of 

accelerated degradation tests is proposed in this study. 

First, a cost model for accelerated degradation tests is given. New analytical methods 

for obtaining the optimal allocations of the test units to selected stress levels are 

developed next. The stress considered here is temperature. Then, measurement plans are 

discussed. Nonlinear mixed effects models are applied and further developed and 

extended to allow for acceleration in the analysis of accelerated degradation data and to 

obtain the degradation model's parameters. A simulation method is used to evaluate the 

test plans' properties. In the simulation step, the mean square error is used as a criterion 

for comparing the accuracies that can be obtained from the test plans. A linear 

degradation case is used to illustrate the given approach. An LED example is also given 

to illustrate this approach. 
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Test plans for obtaining accurate estimates of reliability information within cost 

budgets are important. The proposed approach enables reliability and test engineers to get 

the most efficient use of their test resources. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Rapid advances in technology, development of highly sophisticated products, intense 

global competition, and increasing customer expectations have combined to put new 

pressures on manufacturers to produce high-reliability products. It is a big challenge to 

design, develop, test, and manufacture highly reliable products in ever shorter product 

cycle times, and remain within the stringent cost constraints. 

Estimating the failure-time distribution or long-term performance of high-reliability 

products is particularly difficult. Many modem products are designed to operate without 

failure for years, decades, or more. Thus, few units will fail or degrade in a significant 

amount in a test of practical length at normal use conditions. For example, during the 

design and construction of a communications satellite, there may be only six months 

available to test components which would be in service for 15 or 20 years. The 

components used in submarine cables are often required to operate 25 years under the 

sea. For these reasons, accelerated tests are widely used in industries, particularly to 

obtain timely information on the reliability of products. 

Traditionally, accelerated life tests are often used to assess the lifetime information of 

products. Accelerated life tests record the times-to-failure of products. However, this 

approach may offer little help for highly reliable products which are not likely to fail 
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during a rather short period of time. Another approach assumes that there is a product 

characteristic whose degradation over time can be related to reliability. This approach 

collects the degradation data at higher levels of stress and then uses these data to predict 

the product's life under use conditions. Such a test is called an accelerated degradation 

test. 

Accelerated degradation tests can provide considerably more reliability information 

than times-to-failure tests when few failures or no failures can be observed in the time 

period of the test. Furthermore, direct observation of the degradation process allows 

direct modeling of the failure-causing mechanism, and yields better insight into the 

degradation process and on how to improve the design. 

Because accelerated degradation tests are expensive, it is essential to plan them 

carefully [1,2]. Good test plans yield better results for the given cost and time. Poor test 

plans waste time and money, and may not even yield the desired information. When 

conducting an accelerated degradation test, frequently asked questions include: "How 

long do 1 need to run the test?" or "How many units do I need to test at this stress level?" 

A scientific plan is needed in this situation to get the most efficient use of one's test 

resources and obtain an accurate estimate of the life of units under the usual use 

conditions. 

1.2 APPLICATIONS 

Applications of accelerated degradation tests include light emitting diodes, logic 

integrated circuits, power supplies, etc. 
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(1) Light Emitting Diodes (LED) 

Light emitting diodes have been widely used in many fields, ranging from consumer 

electronics to optical fiber transmission systems. The LED has many nice features, such 

as less power consumption, small volume, good visual effects and long life. They are 

used as electronic boards on highways and on streets, and smoke sensors on ceilings, etc. 

Because of the very high reliability of LED products, it is difficult to obtain information 

on product life under usual use stress levels in a short time. Thus, accelerated degradation 

tests are used to obtain the needed reliability information [3,4]. 

(2) Logic Integrated Circuits 

Some logic integrated circuits are used as components of submarine cables. Propagation 

delay is an important parameter in determining the reliability of the logic integrated 

circuits [5]. The logic integrated circuits might not function if the propagation delay of a 

logic gate increases (degrades). For example, a logic circuit which is designed to have a 

maximum propagation delay of 10 nsec from input to the output, requires that the 

combined propagation delay of the individual logic gates in the critical path does not 

exceed 10 nsec. These logic integrated circuits are required to operate for at least 25 years 

under the sea without failure. To predict the logic integrated circuits' life, an accelerated 

degradation test is employed to study the degradation of propagation delay of these 

circuits. 
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(3) Power Supplies 

For power supplies, failures are common due to low DC output. Power supply units show 

downward drift in their DC output. The DC output can be measured and monitored to 

obtain reliability information using an accelerated degradation test [6]. 

Furthermore, Nelson [7, pp. 521-548] lists other applications of accelerated 

degradation tests, which include: dielectrics and insulations, food and drugs, and plastics 

and polymers. 

1.3 DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 

1.3.1 Motivation 

Accelerated tests are used to shorten the life of products by subjecting the test units to 

application and operation stress levels that are more severe than the normal use stress 

levels. The information from tests at high stress levels is extrapolated through a 

reasonable statistical method to obtain estimates of life, or long-term performance, at the 

lower, normal use stress level. Traditional approaches are based on life tests that record 

only times-to-failure. Such analyses have been extensively studied and developed over 

the past few decades and many articles have been published in this area [8-10]. On the 

other hand, reliability assessment from degradation data has become increasingly 

important in recent years due to the fact that traditional life testing of highly reliable 

products does not give good reliability estimates. 

Overall, literature on accelerated degradation tests are not abundant. Most 

degradation models assume that the degradation paths or transformed degradation paths 
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are linear, and they are developed for only the use stress level [1, 11]. Most of the 

literature focuses on estimating the parameters in the linear degradation model and the 

lifetime distribution [6, 7, 11-14]. Research about accelerated degradation test plans has 

been reported in the literature, but the literature on this subject is scant. The reason for 

this is that extracting reliability information from degradation data is different from 

extracting reliability information from use stress level times-to-failure data, which makes 

degradation test plarming more difficult. Exceptions include Tseng and Yu [4], and 

Boulanger and Escobar [5]. Tseng and Yu address the problem of determining the 

termination time for a degradation test, which only records the degradation data at use 

stress level. Boulanger and Escobar [5] deal with a special class of accelerated tests. 

Precision expected from their test plan and sensitivity analysis are not given, and need to 

be addressed. 

There is a need to scientifically plan and carry out an accelerated degradation test. 

Some accelerated degradation tests are conducted for a considerable amount of time; e.g., 

6,000 hrs, 12,000 hrs, or even 15,000 hrs [15-18] and these tests are usually expensive. 

Indeed, in practice, one must decide on a test plan before conducting a test and analyzing 

the data. Due to the limitation of test resources, the test cost and the reliability estimation 

precision are two major concerns. Before conducting an accelerated degradation test, test 

stress levels, sample size, measurement fi'equency, and test time need to be specified. 

These factors combine to determine the precision of reliability estimation and cost. 

Inappropriate assignment of these values will result in inefficient estimation of reliability 

and waste test resources. 
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The primary objective of this research is to develop methods for finding an optimal 

plan for any accelerated degradation test to estimate the mean life at use conditions. A 

four-step-approach for obtaining the optimum plan for accelerated degradation tests is 

proposed and described. This enables the most efficient use of test resources. 

1.3.2 Dissertation Organization 

Chapter two reviews the degradation models developed in the past. A literature review on 

accelerated degradation test plans is also included. 

Chapter three develops the four-step-approach for planning accelerated degradation 

tests. An assumed linear degradation model is used to illustrate the proposed approach. 

The approach consists of four steps: 

1. Conduct a cost analysis to find out the test termination time, the number of test 

units, and the number of measurements for a given cost budget. 

2. Choose test stress levels and determine corresponding proportions of test units to 

put on these test stress levels. 

3. Choose the time at which to measure the test units. 

4. Conduct simulations to find out the optimal stress levels, evaluate the test plans, 

and conduct sensitivity analysis. 

Chapter four presents an LED example. The example applies the methodology 

presented in Chapter three. 

Chapter five discusses the developed methodology and gives some recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Accelerated testing is becoming increasingly important because of new technologies and 

short new-product development cycles. Nelson [7] and Meeker [2] provide a 

comprehensive review of the previous work on accelerated testing. Kececioglu [19, pp. 

605-777] gives a comprehensive description of accelerated test models and applications. 

A typical accelerated degradation model consists of an assumed parametric model of 

degradation of a unit's performance over time and assumed relationship between the 

model parameters and constant stress. General assumptions of accelerated degradation 

models are: 

1. Degradation is not reversible. 

2. A model applies to a single degradation process, mechanism, or failure mode. 

3. Degradation of a test unit's performance before the test starts is negligible. 

4. The failure processes at higher stress levels are the same as at the design or 

use stress levels. 

Meeker and Hamada [20] review some causes of unavoidable degradation such as: 

tread loss on automobile tires, friction materials on automobile brake pads that wear with 

use, thinning of walls of pipes in a chemical reactor due to corrosion, and filament 

material in a light bulb which evaporates over time. They present three different 
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degradation models: linear, convex, and concave, which are shown in Fig. 2.1. The 

dashed horizontal line represents the degradation level at which failure would occur. 

c 
Linear 

0.6 Failure level 

Concavj 

Convex 

0 1000 2000 3000 hr 
Time or measure of usage 

Fig. 2.1- Possible shapes of degradation curves. 

2.2 DEGRADATION MODELS 

2.2.1 Linear degradation 

Meeker and Hamada [20], and Chick and Mendel [21] use linear degradation to model 

automobile tire wear and some other simple wear processes. 

Let £)(/) represent the amount of automobile tire tread at time t, and 
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wear rate = C, 
dt 

then 

D{t) = D{0) +Ct. 

The parameters D(0) and C are taken as constant for individual units, but random from 

unit-to-unit. 

2.2.2 Convex degradation 

Nonlinear degradation, in which the degradation rate increases with the level of 

degradation, is used in modeling the growth of fatigue cracks. The Paris model [22, pp. 

139-140] 

=C[Ak(a)]"', (2.1) 
dt 

where 

a = size of the crack, 

C and m = material properties, 

and 

Ak(a) = stress-intensity factor, 

is often used to describe the growth of fatigue cracks. Lu, etc. [23] use a simple version 

of this model in which Ak(a) = a for describing the growth rate of fatigue cracks within a 

certain size range. Then, 
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{1 - [0(0)]"-'C(m-IV} 

where a(0) = 0.90 inches is the initial crack length at / = 0. Dividing both sides of Eq. 

(2.2) by a(0) yields 

a(/)/fl(0)= l/{I-[a(0)r-'C(/n-l)r}""""". (2.2') 

Taking the logarithms of both sides of Eq. (2.2'), the following nonlinear degradation 

model is obtained: 

log{a(0/a(0)} = —i-log[I -a(0)'"-'C(ff2 -l)f], 
m-I  

or 

y = —— Iog[l - 0.90""' C(m -1)/], 
m-l  

where y = log {a(0/a(0)}. 

2.2.3 Concave degradation 

Meeker and LuValle [24] describe a model for the growth of failure-causing conducting 

filaments of chlorine-copper compounds in printed wiring boards. They consider 

degradation from a first-order chemical reaction. When these conducting filaments reach 

fi-om one copper-plated through-hole to another, they cause failure. 

Let Ai(/) be the amount of chlorine available for reaction at time t, and ^2(0 be the 

amount of failure-causing chlorine-copper compound at time t. Under appropriate 

conditions, copper combines with chlorine Ai to produce the chlorine-copper compound 

A2 with a constant rate k:. 
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The differential equations for this process are 

(2.3) 

and 

Let ^i(O) and ^2(0) be the initial amounts. Assuming ^2(0) = 0, we get 

/l2(0=/J2(«))[l-exp( -^t)]. (2.4) 

This function is illustrated by the concave curve in Fig. 2.1. The asymptote at A2(oo) = 

A|(0) reflects the amount of chlorine available for the reaction producing compounds. 

The authors also suggest other more elaborate models for this failure process. 

Concave degradation is the typical degradation process caused by the diffusion of 

impurities in microelectronics. The same behavior has been observed in material science 

for relaxation mechanisms and for shrinkage phenomena [5]. In pharmacokinetics, this 

type of degradation describes cumulative changes caused by drug effects that fade with 

time. 

Lu, etc. [23] present a linear degradation path model given by 

where (|) is fixed for all units, and 0 varies from unit to unit according to a Weibull 

distribution, or 

y (t) = (j> + 0 t. (2.5) 

0(0) = P(©<0) =l-exp[-(V]. (2.6) 
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The parameter ^ in Eq. (2.5) represents the common amount of degradation of ail test 

units at the beginning of the test. 0 represents the degradation rate. If the failure level of a 

degradation variable, y, is chosen to be D, then the time-to-failure random variable, T, is 

T = T(e,(t),D,>;) = (D-«j»)/e. (2.7) 

The closed form of unreliability, Q(t), is given by 

0(t) = P(T< 0. 

Substituting Eq. (2.7) yields 

= P i Q > ^ ) ,  
I 

or 

0( t )=l-0(—).  (2.8)  
t 

Substituting 0 as ——— into Eq. (2.6) yields 

l-exp[-(^)P ]. (2.9) 
t Tl/  

Substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.8) yields 

e(t)=l-{l-exp[-(^)P]}, 

or 

0(t) = exp[-(^)P], (2.10) 
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which is called the reciprocal of the Weibull distribution because t is in the denominator 

of the exponent [25]. 

Lu uses a two-stage method to estimate the parameters of degradation models: 

Stage 1- For each unit, fit the degradation model to the sample path and 

obtain the estimate of the model parameters of each unit. 

Stage 2- Combine the estimate of the model parameters of each unit in the first 

stage to produce estimates of the population parameters. 

Crk [8, 9] presents a degradation model, which is given by 

yit) = diexpi02t), (2.11) 

where ^i,02 are random parameters. 

He uses three steps to obtain the degradation path model parameters: 

Step 1- Use the nonlinear least squares method to estimate the parameters of the 

degradation model for each unit which is put into the test. 

The error sum of squares for the nonlinear degradation model given 

by Eq. (2.11) is 

y=i 

Taking the partial derivatives of S with respect to the parameters du and 

02,, yields 

Ji.'i \„Oi,r, _ 

M 

and 
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Then, the estimates of the degradation path parameters for each test 

unit are found by solving these two equations simultaneously. 

Step 2- Estimate the population parameters of the degradation model for each 

given stress level. 

Combine the first step estimates of d\\,d2i to obtain the estimates of the 

population parameters 

for each stress. 

Step 3- Determine the relationship between the parameters and applied stress. 

Then, obtain the estimates of the degradation parameters at the use stress 

level. 

The degradation path parameter-stress relationship is assumed to be linear, 

given by 

and 

Gt - A)i +/?iiZ + 8/, 

and 

O2- P\i^ + £2. 



where Z is the stress and the fts are unknown parameters of 

degradation path parameter-stress relationship. 

For unit i, the parameters On and ft, can be written as 

0/i - +y9iiZ - [1 Z] 
>0, 

Pn J 

and 

Po2 

VPn J 
On - Poi + A2Z - [ 1 Z] 

or in matrix form as 

[0„ 0„ ] =[l z ] 

Write the relationship in matrix form for the n units as 

Pu Pv. 

1 
ri 'I " 

^12 ^22 1 z, 

^Im ^2m I Z, 

P\n ^2/1 . } ̂2 . 

AI Pn . 

or 

e = z p .  

P can be found as 

P = (Z^Z)'Z^ft 

Then, the parameters at the use stress level, Zu. are 
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0u = Z„^,  

where Z„= [1 Zu] is the vector corresponding to the use stress level Zu. 

The literature describing accelerated degradation tests is limited. Most of the 

degradation models are linear, or can be transformed to linear models. Most literature 

focuses on estimating the parameters in the degradation model and the life distribution. 

Little work has been conducted on optimally designing accelerated degradation test plans. 

Exceptions include Tseng and Yu [4], and Boulanger and Escobar [5]. Tseng and Yu [4] 

propose a method to determine the termination time for a degradation experiment. They 

consider a typical degradation path of an LED, which is 

In (-In (LP(t))) = In (a) + /3 ln(t) + €(t), (2.12) 

where 

LP(t) = standardized light intensity of an LED device at time t, 

a, 0 = parameters of the degradation path, 

and 

6(t) = measurement error of the device at time t. 

Based on data (tj, LPi(tj)), j = 1,2, where j represents the first measurement, second 

measurement, to the mth measurement for unit i, the degradation parameters ai.ni, jSj.m for 

unit i can be obtained. 

The failure time of unit i can be found using 

ti(i,m) 
'-ln(Z))''"'" 

assuming D is the critical value for the standardized light intensity when an LED fails. 
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The mean life is obtained from 

Urn = X 

Tseng and Yu [4] find that |im grows and displays a convergent pattern as tm becomes 

larger and larger. A function 

/m(t) = an, - exp(bm + Cmt), 

is used to fit the changes of fim versus time tm- Using nonlinear least squares, am, bm, and 

Cm can be obtained. 

Let be the estimated asymptotic mean life, given that the degradation 

experiment has been conducted up to tm. Then, am represents the estimated asymptotic 

mean life. To determine an appropriate value of m, the authors propose an /-period 

moving-average criterion of the relative change rate of as follows: 

/ = constant, which is larger than 1. 

If Pm < I, where ^ is a constant determined by the experimenter, the test is stopped. 

Tseng and Yu address the problem of determining the termination time for a 

degradation test, which is conducted at use stress level. However, they do not address the 

problem for accelerated degradation tests. The only factor of their concern is test time. 

Other important factors, such as test stress levels, measurement frequency, etc. are not 

addressed. 

(2.13) 

where 
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Boulanger and Escobar [5] deal with a special class of accelerated degradation tests. 

They assume that each unit is subjected to an elevated constant stress level over the 

duration of the experiment. The performance degradation of each test unit at a stress level 

could be described by a growth curve which levels off to a plateau (maximum 

degradation) after a period of time. Figure 2.2 shows the degradation amount over time. 

The degradation could be measured several times within a prespecified period of time. 

The model is given by 

y(t) = a [ 1 - exp(-(i8t)0] + e(t), (2.14) 

where 

y(t) = observed change of propagation delay up to time t, 

a = plateau where the degradation will level off, 

0 = random coefficient, 

y = a constant, which is equal to 0.5, 

and 

f = measurement error. 

The authors consider a as lognormally distributed and stress dependent, or ln(a) ~ N(i4+5 

x, a\ where x stands for stress. To simplify the design, the authors do not consider j3, 

and focus on the design of the plateau parameter, a. The design problem they consider is 

to minimize the variance of the estimate of the mean of the logarithm of the plateau, 

ln(a), at use condition. 
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c 448''K 

373''K 

1000 2000 3000 V 

Fig. 2.2- Propagation delay growth curve with a plateau 

(maximum degradation). 

The objective of Boulanger and Escobar is to provide some guidelines in designing a 

useful plan for a special class of accelerated degradation tests. They first determine the 

optimal stress levels and the proportion of units allocated to each stress level, and then 

determine optimal times to measure the performance degradation of units at each stress 

level. The test stress levels are chosen to be 448°K and 373°K, which are the highest 

temperatures the plastic package can withstand, and the minimum temperature the 

measurement equipment can detect any degradation at the end of the experiment, 

respectively. Equal log-spacing plan, shown in Fig. 2.3, is used for measurement because 

the degradation process shows a great deal of degradation at the early stage and then 

stabilizes. 
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0 24 48 96 192 384 768 1,536 3.072 hr. 

Fig. 2.3- Equal log-spacing plan for measurement. 

In the biology field, researchers work on statistical methods to study the growth curve 

of animals, for example, the growth curves of pigs, and propose nonlinear mixed effects 

models for modeling the growth curve data [26-30]. In these models, both the random 

effects and the errors are assumed to follow normal distributions. 

They consider a model of growth for an individual animal, such that at time t, a body 

measurement (for example, length), is given by 

where { is sampled from the multivariate normal distribution with mean H and variance-

covariance matrix F. The animal's unexplained variation about the growth curve, e, is 

where is the parameter vector which varies fi'om individual to individual. can be 

written as 

(2.15) 

normally distributed with mean zero and variance a'. 

For the /th animal,7th observation, the model is given by 

yij ~ ^i) (2.16) 
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i t - A f f  +  B b i ,  (2.17) 

where /3 is a vector of fixed population parameters, A, is a vector of random effects 

associated with each animal i, and bi ~N(0, D). The matrices A and B are design matrices 

for the fixed and random effects, respectively, and D is the variance-covariance matrix. 

The likelihood for all m observations on an animal is then the product of the likelihood 

for each time, the whole expression being integrated with respect to the coefficients, or 

Maximizing the above likelihood over all M animals appears daunting. A 

computationally efficient algorithm is developed by Pinheiro and Bates, which is 

described in [30], to estimate the parameters in Eq. (2.18). The algorithm proceeds in 

two alternating steps as described in the following: 

In the first step, the current estimate of D is fixed and the conditional estimate of the 

random effects b, and the conditional estimate of the fixed effects /3 are obtained by 

minimizing an objective function 

where [fi(/3, A,)]j =y{/ij, ^0, i = 1,..., M,j=\,..., m. 

The second step updates the estimate of D based on a first-order Taylor expansion of 

the model function around the current estimates of /3 and the random effects b\, which are 

m 

LiS, r, a-| y) = f {n p( Yi I tj)} p( IS, P) d^, • .-—i 
(2.18) 

(2.19) 

denoted by and respectively. Letting 
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^ fi I 

d b ,  

j^w) _ d f i  I 

and 

the approximate log-likelihood used for the estimate of D is 

/ (Aa%D|j ; )  =  - i^  {log|aV + i r '^ i r ' ) l  (2.20)  
^ 1=1 

The algorithm alternates between these two steps until the convergences criterion is met. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ACCELERATED DEGRADATION TEST PLANNING 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

There are important issues on how to plan a test to provide the most efficient use of one's 

test resources for conducting an accelerated degradation test. These issues include: 

1. The number of units that should be tested. 

2. Determination of the time intervals between measurements. 

3. The levels of stress to be used in the test. 

4. The allocation (proportion) of test units to selected levels of stress. 

5. Termination time for the test. 

All factors involved in test planning not only affect the total cost of the test, but also 

affect the accuracy of estimating the life of the product. 

In this study, the assumptions for test planning are: 

1. No sudden failures will occur during the lifetime of the test units. 

2. The lifetimes of the test units are statistically independent. 

3. The degradation model applies to a single degradation process, mechanism, or 

failure mode. 

4. The failure process at higher stress levels is the same as that at the design or 

use stress level. 

5. For any constant level of stress, random model parameters conform to the 
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Weibull distribution or the lognormal distribution, and the standard deviation 

is assumed to be the same here. 

6. The test uses two levels of stress. Si and S2. The stress levels satisfy 

Su < S2 

where Su is the use stress level, and Sh is the highest stress level for the test. 

7. The units put into test are randomly selected from the samples, and are 

randomly assigned to test stress levels. 

3.2 PLANNING INFORMATION 

To plan an accelerated degradation test, previous knowledge about the product, 

experience with similar products, design specifications, expert opinion, or other 

engineering information or judgment can be used as planning information for designing 

the test plan. Before beginning to design a test plan, the degradation model for the 

product needs to be specified, and guessed values of the parameters in the degradation 

model need to be given. 

Specifying a degradation model for a product involves characterization of the 

relationship between the degradation amount of the product, y, and time, /. The 

relationship between y and t is either linear or nonlinear. Correspondingly, the 

degradation model is referred to as a linear or a nonlinear model. The linear/nonlinear 

degradation model may be derived on physical or mechanistic grounds in some situations 

[11], or just used to provide an empirical description of the degradation data in other 

situations. Ratkowsky [31, pp. 75-89] provides a wide range of commonly used nonlinear 
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models, which include up to four-parameter models. For engineering applications, some 

simple transformations can give us a linear form from the y and t relationship. For 

example, in the study of MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect 

Transistor)'s degradation, records of transconductance loss over time are used in 

assessing the reliability of a MOSFET. The percentage of transconductance degradation 

has a linear relationship with the logarithm of time ^[11]. 

In our assumed linear degradation example, the product degrades according to the 

linear degradation model as follows: 

y{t) = 6t + e. (3.1) 

The degradation rate 0 is lognormally distributed with a log standard deviation of 0.18. 

The degradation rate 0is about 0.00001 at 150°C, and is about 0.00000085 at 100°C, or 9 

~LN(ln(0.00001), 0.18^) at ISO^C and 9 ~LN(ln(0.00000085), 0.18^) at lOOT. The 

measurement error is 0.0006 and the use condition is SO^C. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

degradation amount versus time for two stress levels with 10 units at 150°C and 8 units at 

100°C. When the degradation amount, y, reaches the critical value D = 0.03, the test unit 

fails. 

The degradation rate 9 is related to temperature according to the Arrhenius law as 

follows: 

0=6>oexp[-EA/(KT*)], (3.2) 
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500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 

Time, hr 

Fig. 3.1- Example of linear degradation data for two stress levels with 10 units at 

150°C and 8 units at 100°C. 
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where 

Ea = activation energy, in electron volts, 

K = Boltzmann's constant, which is 8.617 xlO"^ eV/K, 

T* = absolute temperature, in degrees Kelvin, °K, 

and 

do = constant for the test unit. 

3.3 FOUR-STEP APPROACH OF TEST PLANNING AND 

OPTIMIZATION 

The objective of our accelerated degradation test planning is to obtain a precise estimate 

of the mean life of test units at use condition within the cost budget, Cs- That is, to 

minimize the error of the estimate of use level mean life, Tj,, subject to the constraint of 

total cost C(d) < Cs, where d is the vector of plan variables, such as test time, and 

proportion of units allocated to a stress level. The test plan can be obtained by the four 

steps described next. 

Step 1-Conduct A Cost Analysis. 

The first step of test planning is to obtain the total test time, the number of test units, 

and the number of measurement times for the given cost budget, Cs. The integer 

restriction on some variables of d can facilitate obtaining those values by an enumeration 

method. 

Step 2-Choose Stress Levels and Determine the Allocation of Test Units. 
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The second step is to choose stress levels for the test, and obtain proportions of units 

to allocate to the chosen stress levels. The high stress level is chosen to be as high as 

allowed to introduce as much degradation as possible. Analytical methods are developed 

for obtaining the optimal proportion of test units to the chosen stress levels. 

Step 3-Choose A Measurement Plan. 

To get a precise estimate of the parameters of the degradation model, such as 0 in Eq. 

(3.1), we are concerned about the shape of the degradation path and its effects on 

selecting measurement times for the test units. The third step in test planning is to choose 

times at which to measure the degradations of the test units at the selected test stress 

levels. 

Step 4-Simulation. 

The last step, and also a very important step, is conducting simulations to allow 

overall optimality to be achieved. After choosing the stress levels, obtaining the 

corresponding optimal allocations of units and selecting the measurement plan, we 

combine the results of the previous steps to conduct simulation analyses. 

In the simulation step, nonlinear mixed effects models proposed for the analysis of the 

growth curve data in the biology field are applied, and further developed to allow for 

acceleration to analyze simulated accelerated degradation data. Through numerical 

simulation, the precision expected fi-om the chosen test plan can be obtained, and the 

optimal lower stress level can be determined. Because of the uncertainty of the planning 

values for the parameters chosen before test planning, sensitivity analysis needs to be 

conducted to see the robustness of the test plan. 
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3.4 STEP 1-COST ANALYSIS 

It is usually very expensive to conduct an accelerated degradation test. For example, if we 

use two high levels of stress, with 45 units for each level of stress, then, we need 90 units 

to complete the test. For a newly developed product, it is difficult to have many test units 

on hand and these test units cost money. Test resources, such as test equipment and 

measurement equipment, are usually expensive. The salary of the engineers and 

technicians involved is also part of the budget. Obviously, we are very concerned about 

whether or not the cost will exceed the budget. Let 

n = total number of test units, 

= total test time, 

k = number of measurements. 

Pi = proportion of test units allocated to stress level 5/. 

P2 = proportion of test units allocated to stress level S2. 

Define d = [fm, n, k, Si_ S2. pi. p: be the vector of plan variables, the total test cost will 

be C(d): 

(3.3) 

where 

Co = salary, labor cost. 

C| = measurement cost, for example, the cost of measuring the light intensity 

of an LED, 

C2 = cost of the test units in the test sample. 
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C3i = salvage value of a single test unit in the test sample, which depends on 

test stress levels, 5/ and S2, 

and 

C4 = fixed cost of the test that does not depend on the sample size and the 

length of the test. 

From the cost model in Eq. (3.3), we can estimate the total test time, t^, the number of 

test units put in the test, n, and measurement times, k, for a given cost budget, Cs-

Usually, the salvage value of the test unit will not have an important effect on tm, n and k. 

If the measurement is not expensive, the cost is mainly determined by the total test time. 

If the measurement is expensive, then the measurement frequency will also become 

important. 

A final test cost model will be given in the LED example in chapter 4 considering the 

major factors that affect the cost budget. 

For our linear model of Eq. (3.1), for a given cost budget and for practical reasons, 

200 units are put into the test, the test will be conducted for 3,000 hours, and each unit 

will be measured 15 times at a 200-hour interval during the test. 

3.5 STEP 2-STRESS PLANNING AND ALLOCATION OF TEST 

UNITS 

After considering the test cost, and before specifying the times to measure the 

degradation amount of the test units, we choose test stress levels, and find the optimal 

allocation of the number of test units to put on each stress level. 
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3.5.1 General Approach for Stress Planning and Allocation of Test 

Units 

Consider a general degradation model 

y{t)=mt)+z, (3.4) 

which represents the observed degradation, 

where 

f{d^ t) = actual degradation amount, which is a monotonic function; i.e., the 

degradation function is a monotonically decreasing or a monotonically 

increasing function with time, r, 

0 = m  dimensional vector of parameters of the degradation model, 0 =  

[0r^\ = [0\, $1,..., 9p\ 0m ]^- Among these parameters, 6\, 

01,..., 6^are random variables, and 0^+u..., 0m are constants, ft = 

[0\, 01,..., 6{,]\ is a/7 dimensional vector of the random parameters. 

0c = [0p*\,-•; 0m\^ is a (m-p) dimensional vector of the parameters 

of the degradation model, 

and 

€ = random measurement error. Assumptions for the measurement error e are: 

1. The mean of errors e is zero. 

2. The errors e are uncorrelated. 

3. The variance of errors e is or Var(e) = and the errors E are 

identically distributed for all t. 
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4. The errors e are normally distributed. 

In the model of Eq. (3.4), it is customary to refer to y as a response variable or dependent 

variable, and r as a predictor variable or independent variable [32, pp. 303-335]. 

Define the failure level of the degradation amount, y, to be D. 

y { t ) ^ D = f { 0 j )  +  z .  (3.5) 

Then, the time to failure random variable, TL, which is the time t when y is equal to D, 

generally can be written as 

TL=^(ftD,8), (3.6) 

which is a function of 6^ = [^i, ft, ... dp^ and E, of a total of p + 1 random variables. 

Letting // = [/jq^, /Jmu . /«)m, 0] denotes the vector at which each one of the /> + 1 

random variables takes on its mean value. A first order Taylor series expansion about ft 

is 

TL = ̂ (ftA e)-g(/i)+2 (^,-/^o.)^(/i)+e^(/^), (3.7) 

dg 
where all derivatives are evaluated at the mean values of each parameter; i.e., 

and — (/i) represent and — with the substituted for 0,, and zero fore. 
d e  d O j  d e  

Taking the expected values of both sides of Eq. (3.7) yields 

E(TL) = E[g(Al)l + E[X ^Oi)]+E(e^(;i)], 
w d0. de 

or 
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p 
E(Tl) « ^(//) + £ E ^(/i)+ E(8)^(//). (3.8) 

1=1 U0- oS 

Since E [(0. )] = E [ Y/jq^ = 0 and E (e) = 0, we have 

E(TL)«g(;i). (3.9) 

From Eq. (3.7), the variance of the times-to-failure random variable, Tl, is 

approximately 

(-1 U0-

+ 2 IS t^Ml Cov(«,^), 
i j otfi Otfj 
' < i 

or 

l^ar(n) = I Oi [^ (/<)]' + <T; [ J(AI)]' 
1=1 00- OE 

- 2 Z Z  ( 3 . 1 0 )  

I < / 

When the parameters 0, . 6j of the degradation model are uncorrelated, or the covariances 

cTg g are small compared with the variances and <jIJ , the whole last term of the right 

side of Eq. (3.10) can be omitted for an approximation. The variance of the time-to-

failure random variable, Tl, becomes 

P 

^-ar(TL) . Z <T= (3.11) 
(si u0- vE 
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Let H\ and ^ denote the vectors at which each one of the p + 1 random variables takes 

on its mean value at Stress Level 1 and at Stress Level 2, respectively. Then, the mean of 

the time-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 1, Tli, can be obtained by substituting 

the values of // for Stress Level 1 into Eq. (3.9), or 

E(Tu)^g (//,). (3.12) 

The mean of the times-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 2, Tl2, can be obtained 

by substituting the values of for Stress Level 2 into Eq. (3.9), or 

E(Tl.) ^g(/<2). (3.13) 

Denote the variance of the times-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 1 and 

Stress Level 2 as cr," and , respectively. Substituting the values of fi for Stress Level 1 

into Eq. (3.10), the variance of the times-to-failure random variable, TLI, is 

o-,-= VariTu), 

M de. Be 

(3.14) 

' < J 

or 

00, de 

for approximation. 

Substituting the values of fi for Stress Level 2 into Eq. (3.10), the variance of the 

times-to-failure random variable, Tl2, is 
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a;=Var(TL2), 

/=! U0- GE 

II lJte)H^O.)]<.„, (3.15) 

i < j 

or 

<^l= Z ^ 
/=i OU • OS 

for approximation. 

Write Eq. (3.5) as 

D = f i e T i ) + e ,  

or 

E = D-/(0.TL). (3.16) 

Since e follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance at", or e ~ N(0, a£^), we 

obtain 

(Z)-/(0TL))~N(O,CTA (3.17) 

For a given set of times-to-failure data, Tl. the likelihood function gives the 

probability of observing the given data as a function of the m-dimensional vector of 

parameters ft The likelihood function can be viewed as a function of the unknown model 

parameters ft Given the times-to-failure Tj for test unit /, the likelihood function for the 

normal error model of Eq. (3.17), is [34, pp. 31-126] 
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U e \  T , )  =  - = L -  exp{-^ [D -m T,)f }. 
y/lTrcT, 2<t; 

Letting pi and pi correspond to the proportions of allocation of test units to two stress 

levels; i.e.. Si. S2, we have selected, the likelihood of 0 as a function of times-to-failure 

random variable, TL, orTu andT2j, i = 1,2, ...,np\, '] = 1, 2,..., npi, is 

I TL) = 1 Tn.T,2 T,.npl,T2, T22 T2,np2). 

The total likelihood function is written as the joint probability of the times-to-failure data, 

Tl- Since the times-to-failure of the n units are independent, the likelihood function can 

be written as 

/ipi np-> 

i («iTo=n4(ei7; , )  (3-18)  
.=1 i=\ 

or 

npl i 1 

/=, yllTTcr^ 2a; 

"Pi I 1 
X rl-^^ exp{-— (3.19) 

V2;ro-, 20-; 

The maximum likelihood estimate of 0 is the value of 9 that maximizes the likelihood 

I Tl) of Eq. (3.19); i.e., the value of 0 that makes the Tu and T2j most probable or 

most likely. 

Rather than writing the likelihood in terms of the products in Eq. (3.18), we can use 

the log-likelihood, /,<01 Tj) = log[Z,,<0| Tj)] for test unit /, and express Eq. (3.18) in terms 

of a sum. 
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Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (3.18) yields 

/(0|TL) = log[£(0|TL)], 

npy np-, 

1=1 7=1 

Similarly, taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (3.19), the log-likelihood can be written 

as 

n 1 "Pi 
li0\TO =-^ln(2;r)-/iIn(o-J- —{£ [D-fi0Tu)f 

2 2a: tT 

np 

+ 
y=i 

Since the logarithm is a monotonic function, maximizing the likelihood of L{0 \ TL) is 

equivalent to maximizing its log-likelihood l{9 \ TL). The maximum of l{0 \ TL) occurs at 

the same value of 0as the maximum of Z,(0| TL). 

Taking the derivative of /(0|TL) with respect to 9\, ..., 0,„, yields 

[o-/<«,Tn)i^+|; i, 
0-; tt 5^, ee, 

dl 1 
= -T( 1; [0-/WTil)l ^ + f ,  l D - f ( . e j 2 i ) ]  ^  i. (3.20) 

ae, <t; tr " de, de. 

1=1 y=l 
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Let 0 = be the maximum likelihood estimate of 0= \_6\, Gi, ... Omf- 0 

can be obtained by equating Eq. (3.20) to 0. It is the value of 0that maximizes l{d i Tl) 

orZ,(^ |Tl). 

The large sample theory of maximum likelihood estimates [36-38] shows that the 

maximum likelihood estimates are consistent; i.e., as the sample size approaches infmity, 

the estimate of parameters 0, 0, approaches the true value of 0. Define H as the matrix 

d' I 
with ij components of -E[ ], / = 1, 2, j = 1,2, ..., m, where E[ ] stands for 

dOfij 

the expectation function. The large sample distribution of a maximum likelihood estimate 

is approximately normal with mean 0and variance-covariance matrix 

According to chemical reaction theory, the Arrhenius law is an appropriate model to 

relate degradation rate to temperature levels [35, p. 511]. The degradation rate, 6i, 

depends on temperature according to the Arrhenius law, as follows: 

foi exp[-EA/(KT*)], (3.21) 

where 

Ea = activation energy, in electron volts, 

K. = Boltzmann's constant, which is 8.617 xlO"^ eV/K, 

T* = absolute temperature, in degrees Kelvin, °K, 

and 

Ooi = constant for the test unit. 

Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (3.21), yields 
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logc^ = loge^Oi - EA/(KT*). (3.22) 

Let z = loge^, a  = loge (0OI), b  = -EA, and .r = 1/(KT*) be the transformed stress. Thus, 

the logarithm of z, is a linear function of the transformed stress .r, or 

z = a  +  bx .  

Therefore, the Arrhenius law can also be regarded as a linear relationship between the 

logarithm of degradation rate and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. 

Consider the stress dependent relationship of the model parameter with stress x .  

Write the relationship as 

Substituting the stress relationship of Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (3.6), the times-to-failure 

variable, TL, versus x is 

The relationship between Tl  and .r is generally nonlinear, which is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The estimate of the life at use condition can be obtained by substituting the estimated 

values of parameters, 0, and substituting the stress .r„, into Eq. (3.24), or 

= hix). (3.23) 

TL = gi0,x,D, e). (3.24) 

L =g(0 ,x ,„D,  0). 

Consequently, the variance of is obtained as 

f.) . I; <7- <«))' + 2 XZ (»)1 • (3-25) 
,=i do j  /  J  d f / j  o t f j  
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L 

Fig. 3.2- Nonlinear relationship between Tl  and stress x .  

Substituting 

Pi  =  1  -P \ ,  

and differentiating Var{ ) in Eq. (3.25) with respect to pi, the optimal allocations ofpi 

and p2 can be obtained by setting the derivatives equal to 0. 

3.5.1.1 The General Approach Example 

The simple linear degradation is given by 

y{ i )=9 t  +  z ,  

where 

6= degradation rate, which varies from unit to unit according to a lognormal 
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and 

distribution, or, 9-  LN(/a ct"). 

6 = measurement error, and e - N(0, a^). 

Define the failure level of;; to be D,  then the times-to-failure random variable, Tl , is 

l^=g(,9,D,z) = (D-z)ie. (3.26) 

Consider Tl  as a function of 9 ,  D ,  and e. Taking the derivative of Tl  with respect to 9, 

and E, yields 

^ = (3.27) 
89  9 -

and 

de  9  

Because 9~  LN(/y, a"), the mean and variance of ^can be obtained as [39, p. 339] 

E(^ = exp(//+0.5cT-), (3.28) 

and 

CTo" = exp(2// + a*) [exp(a^) -1], (3.29) 

respectively. 

Then, 

E(Tl)«^^^ = (3.30) 
E{9)  exp(//+ 0.5(7") 

and 

Var iJJ^  +a.^[ ,  
d9  oe  
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= exp(2/i + CT^) [exp(o") -I] [-D / exp(2x(// + 0.5ct^))]^ 

+ CT(" [-1/exp(/i + 0.5a^)]^. (3.31) 

How good such approximations are depends on how nonlinear Tl is in the neighborhood 

of n and the size of o*. If 9 is not too small, the approximations are reasonably well [35, 

pp. 149-150]. 

Simplifying Eq. (3.31) yields 

yariTi) = [D^ (exp(cT") -1) + Oe" ]/ exp(2 ^ + CT"). (3.32) 

Consequently, the mean of the times-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 1 is 

obtained from Eq. (3.30) as 

(3.33) 
exp(//, +0.5cr") 

The mean of the times-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 2 is 

(3.34) 
exp(/y, +0.5cr-) 

The variance of the time-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 1 is obtained from Eq. 

(3.32) as 

ai^ = [D"(exp(a^) -1) + CT^'] /exp(2 /ui + a"), (3.35) 

and the variance of the times-to-failure random variable at Stress Level 2 is 

= [£)" (exp(a*) -1) + /exp(2 ^2 + o'). (3.36) 

The degradation rate, 6, is assumed to depend on stress, x ,  according to a linear 

relationship [9] 

9  = 6 ,  + 9 i  X .  
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The times-to-failure variable can be obtained from Eq. (3.26), or 

D-£  
Tl = . (3.37) 

0 ,  

3.5.1.1.1 The Log Likelihood 

The likelihood of 0={9i_ as a function of times-to-failure random variable, Tn and 

T2j, is 

"Pi I I 
UeiTO =f|-__exp{-— [D- ie ,  +  92X,nu f \  

V2;rCT, 2cr: 

npi 
X 

1 1 
n-p— exp{-^ [D - {G,  + 02.r2)T2jf }. (3.38) 

2o-; 

The log-likelihood is obtained by taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (3.38), 

or 

n 1 
/(^ I TL) = - - log(2;r) - «log(<T,) - -^ { £ [D-{0 ,  +  62X, )Tu f  

2 2(T; frf 

"Pi 
+ X [D-i0, + 02X2)T2if}. (3.39) 

;=i 

3.5.1.1.2 The Estimate of the Model Parameters 0 

Taking the derivative of 1(01 TL) with respect to ^land 02, respectively, yields 

di 1 
= —[D- i0 ,  + 02X^)Tu]Tu  +  

d0, <T I c 1=1 
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and 

or 

and 

nP2 £ [D- ie ,  +  02X2)T2 i ]T2 i } ,  
7-1 

T^=-V{X [D-{9 ,  +  02XOTu]X,TU +  

np-, 

£ [D-(0/ + ^,.r2)T2j]x2T2j }, (3.40) 
/=! 

5/ 1 1 nP2 
= -V{Z)(£ t, .+£ T2j)-0/(£ r j+x T;^.) 

^^1 '''c 1=1 >=1 1=1 /=l 

/ip, np-, 

7;:+x2£ T;^. )}, (3.4i) 
,=1 y=l 

a;  1 "Pi  "PJ . "PI  ^  
— =i{D(.v,|; T„+X2£ T2J)-ft(.x,£ 7-,= +jr,£ r,', ) 

/=! /=! 1=1 y=i 

wp, ^ 
7;: + «X T;-)!. 

,=i y=i 

"PI "P; 

Denoteai = £ Tii+£ T2j, 
/=i y=i 

np, ^ 

"2=1; T;; +£ ?;% 
1 = 1 / = l 

np, 
a3=xi£ r,: +X2£ r,-^, (3.42) 

1=1 y=i 
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npi nPi 
b i=x i^  Tij+.r2 2^ T: 

1=1 >=i 

and 

nP\ «£> 

b i  =  x f  £ 7; • + 4  £ Tl  
i=\ /=i 

Substituting Eq. (3.42) into Eq. (3.41) and equating Eq. (3.41) to 0 yield 

azOi + Oi 0^ = a\D. 

and 

030, + 63 = b\D. 

The maximum likelihood estimate 0  =[0^ ,9^  Ycan  be obtained as 

= D a ,  flj 
-1 

D a,b,-a,b, 

A .  
a ,  b ,  A. ^2^3 ^3 ^2^1 ^1^3 

y\ y; "P\ ^ 
Denote ci = ^ Tn, ci=^ T,j, C3 = ^ T^i, and C4 = J] 

<=i y=i 1=1 /=! 

Then, 

npi zip-, wpi /»pi 

"A-CL T„+£ T,, )(,!,= £ + T;,), 
1=1 7=1 1=1 /=1 

= (Ci + C2)(.V,-C3+ X2C4), 

npx np2 npi np^ 

a A = (-^1 X 7;: + X2 ̂  T{j ) (Xi TI i + .r2 2] T 2j), 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

/=l r=I y=i 

= (Xi Ci + X2 C4) (Xi C\ + X2 Ci), 
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npx npt wpi npy 

a,A = CZ Ti+'Z T::,)(x,Y Tii+.rj£ Tjj), 
(=1 j=\ 1=1 y=i 

= (C3 + C4)(.ri CI+X2C2), 

nPi "P: «Pi ^ 
aA=(2; T,i+2 T2j)(j:,£ T,;+,t;£ ?;=.), 

/=! 1=1 7=1 

= (C| + C2) (.r, C3 + X2 C4), 

rtp, np, ^ 
"A'cS 7;;+I Tij + ^Z r,-,.). 

t=l 7=1 1=1 y=i 

= (C3 + C4)(x,-C3+ .r;C4), 

and 

"Pi nP2 
«3=(-vi£ T: ;+X2f^  T{ j ) \  

i=\ 

= (.Vi C3 + .r2C4)^ 

;=i 

Therefore, 

and 

0,63 - ̂36, = (.ri - X2)  (-ri C2 C3 - X2 C1C4), 

-a,a3 = (-Vi -X2) ( C1C4 - C2 C3), 

a ,b^ -a]  = C3 C4 (xi - .r2) 

Substituting Eq. (3.47) into Eq. (3.44) yields 

d .  

D 

C3C,(x, -X,) 

-rjCjCj - .r2C,C4 

CjC^ ^2^3 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 



Since 

= E(7;^2r,//, 

= E(7;;) -2//,,E(7;,)+/i 

=  E(7 ; ; )  - lu l ^  n l ,  

or 

-  H I ,  

then, 

E(r,;) = oi- + 

and 

n/)| 

e(c3) = E(£ 7;;) 
1=1 

= E(7;^7;^+...+7;^,), 

= « Pi E( r,:), 

or 

E(c3) = npi(«yi^+ 

Similarly, 

npi 

E(c4) = E(£ 7;;.) 
1=1 

= W P2 (CT2^ + //r, )• 
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Because 

"PI "P; 

X £ r-,. (3.54) 
1=1 M 

and 7], and are independent, 

E(C3 C4) = E(C3) E(C4), 

= np i (a \ '+  n  p i io i  •>r  /if ), (3.55) 

E(C2 C3) = E(C2) E(C3), 

and 

= E(|; 7;-)E(£ 7;:), 
/=i .=1 

= np2 (3-56) 

E(CI C4) = E(ci) E(C4), 

np, ^ 
=  E ( £  T U ) E ( £  7 ; ; ) ,  

1=1 y=l 

= npx npii^i + (3.57) 

Conequently, 

C3Ĉ (x, - .r,) 

D (.v, E(c, C3)  -  x, E (c,  C ^ ) )  

{x^ -x , )E ic , c^ )  

^  +  MT, )nP2  MT,  - ^2  ̂  P \  MT,"P2i^2  +  )]  

(X, - JC,) /I p ,  (O-F + Mi)"  P2  (0*2 + )  
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and 

or 

/ — I ra iEU. 
r  =  — ( i  T - + X  T ; , ) ,  

0-; /=! y=i 

and 

(3.58) 
^ (q"i' + /^r. ) - -^2 i^r, Mn )] 

(.r, - .t,) (Cf + Mr,) (O": + i"r, ) 

E((9,) = E[^^^^1^^—^], 
^3^4(^1 -.X,) 

^ D[E(c,CJ-E(C3C3)] 

(.V,-.r,)E(c3C,) 

^ D[" Pi Mr," Pi (q"2 + ) - " Pi (q"' /^r. ) ^ P: ] 

(.r, -x, )n p, (<T,' + /if, ) « p. (0-2 + i"r, ) 

D[uT{cr ;  +  u l ) -  LiT io^  +  u l ) ]  
E(0,) = (3.59) 

(.r, - .r,)(o-,- + H'r,)(O":' + -"n ) 

3.5.1.1.3 The Variance-Covariance Matrix 

Taking the second derivative of Eq. (3.40) yields 

dH -1  

f ) - l  - \  a HHjl  
T^ = —(• ' .  £  + T; , ) .  (3.60) 
Ct'i i=l J=' 

^ -1  _1 "Pi "El  
= —taS 7;;+.r2£ T-,-. ). 

dO.O^ a 1^2 >-'t 1=1 >1 

Therefore, 
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d'l \ 

dd;  c j ;  y=i 

= -^[np \  (<^1^ + ) + "P2 )]' 

rl'I 1 ^ i£i 
^<•'^'2 ?;; + •<:= I n'). 

£7^ tr 7^ 

= [ -Y,-« Pi (cti^ + /ij ) + .r; « P2 {<5i + //r,) ] ,  (3.61) 

and 
"Pi Ml 

-E(^ )  = ; ^E( . t , £  T i*x^  T} , ) .  
Oa^ t f ^  CT^  ,^1 y^i 

1 
= -V  [ - I f ,  «  P i  (<J |^  +  MI)+ -^2  "  P2 (<^2^  +  Mn )] •  

Consequently, 

H = 

-E(il) 
50,-

-E(-^) 
50,6>, 

•E(^) 
5(9,0, 

-E(^) 
50; 

(3.62) 

or 

H = 

-^[n/7, (o-,- + //r) + rtp, (tr; + /ii )] 
0-; 

—[x^np^  {a -  +  /if )+x ,np , ia -  + /if,)] 
0-; 

Denote 

-V[-r,/ip,(<T,- + /if ) +.r,/i/7,(<T; + /if,)] 
0-; 

—[x,'«p, (<T,' + /if_ ) + x;npji<T; + /if^)] 
CTr 
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and 

a=/?i(ai^+ n l )+pi{o - f+  /ifj. 

b  =x ,  p i  (01-+ / i f_ )  +  .V ,  P2(r s2+ jUr , ) ,  

d=x'- Pi (oi" + ) + -r; pj{di + ). 

Then, 

RTH = a  b  

b  d  

Consequently [35, pp. 263-265], 

Var{0)  =  

= /I 'H 

Var{9^ )  Cov{0^ ,6^ )  

Cov{0 ,A)  Var{e . )  

or 

Var{e )=^  
n  

a  b  

b  d  

Because 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

ad-b^  =  [p \  (C i -+  )  +P2(CT2^+ )]  [ - ^ f  P i  )  +  •*:  ^2 (^2^+ )]  

- [.V, Pi (ai^+ Mr,) + P2(CT2^+ Mr, )]^ 

= {x^ -x . y  Pi  P2  (cT f  +  )  { (S2  +  ) '  (3.66) 

then. 

£7: = Var{e^ )  
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, <^ld 

n (ad-b ' )  

_ [-^i' PI (q"' + /"r, ) + -^2 P2 (q"2 + /^r, ) ] 

n (x, - -r,)' /?,p, (a; + n\)(o*; + ) ' 

cTl=Varie,), 

<7'a _ c 

/i(at/ -6") ' 

and 

0-'[P.(0-' +/^^)+P2(0'2 +/"r,)] 
(3.68) 

/I (x, - .r,)- /7,p, (<T,- + )(o-3 + //rJ ' 

-alb 

n{ad  -b ' )  

q-' [-v, Pi (q-,' + )+-^2 P2 (q'2 + /^r,) ] 

n (x, - .r,)- p, p, (cT,- + /if ) (<7; + /if,) 
(3.69) 

3.5.1.1.4 The Estimate of the Life at Use Condition 

From Eq. (3.37), the estimate of the life at use condition is 

is a function of and . Denote it as i^= h{6^,0^). 

Then, 
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dh  ^  -D  

d0, 

and 

dh -Dx.. 
(3.71) 

do. {.e,+9,xS-

The variance ofthe estimate of life at use condition, is 

- - - ^ > t  .  d f t  - V \ T 1  1  dh  - .. _ _ dh  , . dh  , 
VariTJ « <t: i~ ip ) ) -  + a i  (^(^))-+2o-. - .  (3.72) 

oO^ • ^0^ oO^ 

From Eqs. (3.58), (3.59) 

D[x ,Hr ,  {a -  + //r ) - -'^2 -"r, ( ^2  + )"r, )] 
E(0,) + E(0,)x„ = 

+ 

(.r, - .r,) (c7,' + ) (<t; + /ifJ 

^r. ( ^2  + /^rJ - -^u /^r, (O"' + /^r, )] 

(x, - .r,) (<Tf + /J- )(o-; + ) 

or 

b( 6/, )+h( 6/, ) \/-2,2^/2,2x • 
(.r, -X,) (<T, +//r,)(^2 

Substituting Eqs (3.67), (3.68), (3.69) and Eq. (3.73) into Eq. (3.72), yields 

2 
yar ( f j=— ^ 

D-np ,p ,  [(x, - .t„) //j., (t^r + ) - (-^2 - (<^2" + ) ] 

Pi (0-' + ) +-^2 P2 (o"2 + ) ] (-^1 - -^2)" 

X (o-f + Y {a; + )^ + xl (X, - .V, f {a; + /if, )^ (a; + /if^ )^ 

X [ Pi (o-' + ) P2 (<^2* + i"r,) ] + 2 x„ (x, - X, y- (<T- + /if,)' 
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or 

X ( < T j  +  / i f [ x ^  p , ( c r , -  +  / / f , ) + X , p , ( < t ;  +  / i n ) ]  K  

^ (o-' + ^r, y (<^2 + /^r,)' (^. - ̂2)' 

D n  p ,  p ,  [ (x ,  -  )  / / j . ,  (o - f  +  / i f , )  -  (x ,  -  XJ  Mj .  (0 - ;  +  / i f ^ )  ]  

^ [(-^I - )' P, i^,' + J"r, ) +(-^2 - -^u )" P2((^2 + i"0 ̂ 

3.5.1.1.5 The Optimal Allocation of Test Units to Selected Stress 

Levels 

Since 

P 2 = l - P i ,  (3.75) 

substitute Eq. (3.75) into Eq. (3.74) and differentiate Eq. (3.74) with respect to pi. The 

optimal allocation ofpi andp2 can now be obtained by setting the derivative equal to 0. 

The optimal allocations ofpi and pi are found to be 

Pi  = I  , 1  , . (3-76) 
^£T- +/if, |x, -x„ I +^o-; +/if^ |.r, I 

and 

^|cr' 
P2 = 

I -*1 - X .  I +>/^2 I -^2 --^u I 

3.5.2 Using Transformation 

3.5.2.1 Using Transformation to Get a Linear Relationship 
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A nonlinear model is a model in which at least one of its parameters appears nonlinearly. 

In general, nonlinear models can be divided into two categories. One category includes 

those nonlinear models which can be "linearized" by the use of one or more appropriate 

transformations. These models are called intrinsically linear models. 

If the nonlinear models can be put into a linear form through suitable transformations, 

the strategy to dealing with these nonlinear models is to transform the variables. The 

transformations may involve the predictor variable, the response variable, or both 

variables. In some cases, transformations may involve square roots, reciprocals, 

logarithms, or other functions of the predictor variable while leaving the response 

variable alone. In other cases, transformations may only involve the response variable; 

for example, a transformation can be a power of the response variable. We may use a 

transformation such as3'ncw=y". Other cases may require that both predictor and response 

variables be transformed. 

Using appropriate transformations, a linear relationship between Tl  and stress x  may 

be found, such as 

Ti=a  + bx .  (3.77) 

The linear relationship between Tl  and x is shown in Fig. 3.3. Assume npi units are 

put into Stress Level 1, and np2 units are put into Stress Level 2. The times-to-failure are 

Tl i at Stress Level 1, and Tij at Stress Level 2. 

Using weighted least squares, fit a line to (.ri, Tn), (xi, T12), ...(xi, Ti,npi), (xi, T21), 

(^2, T22), ...(.V2, T2,np2) by minimizing 
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2 np, 1 

Q.=t.t.-^0-,-a-bx,f. (3.78) 
/=! y=i O"/ 

where <t ," , i = 1, 2, is the variance of Tij and T2j. 

Fig. 3.3- Linear relationship between Tl  and stress .r. 

3.5.2.2 Estimation of a and b 

Differentiating Q in Eq. (3.78) with respect to a  and b ,  yields 

^ = -2±^^{T,-a-bx,). (3.79) 
da  

and 

^Qw 1 ^ ̂  ^ fT U \ ^ = -2 ^Lx , - ^{Ty-a -bx , ) .  
1=1 j=\ 
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Set these partial derivatives equal to zero, using a, b to denote the particular values of a 

and b. respectively, which minimize Q , or 

2 "P, 1 
•2 tX—i .T , -a -bx, ) -0 .  (3.80) 

,=1 y=l f, 

and 

- "P' 1 
-2 ££-v, —(T;^ -a-Z».r.) = 0. 

<=i ;=i 

Expanding gives the following equations: 

1 np, \ 2 «P, 1 2 np, i 

fsl /si C7; /s! / = ! C7; /-I /-I U; M 1=1 y=i ''"i 
(3.81) 

and 

2 I 2 np, 1 2 wp, t 
II-'At; =alS.x,-V-iIZ-Vv. 
,=1 y=i ,=1 J=l Uj ,=| y=i 

Write Eq. (3.81) in matrix form, or 

2 np, I 2 op, I 

11^ /=l y=l ,=I y=i 
2 np, 1 2 np, 1 

Ili-. Sli-/ /=I y=I (=1 j=\ 

2 np, , 

1=1 ;=i cr,-
2 np, 

II-, .=1 7=1 

(3.82) 

Denote 

X'̂  = I I ... I I 1 ... 1 

.r, X, ... X, X, x, ... x. 
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W = 

—  0 0 . .  
1 

1 
0 — 0 . 

cr: 

. 0 0 

. 0 0 

0 ... -V 0 ...0 

0 ... 0..0 

0 0 ... -^.0 
CT," 

0 0 ... 0 0 
cr; 

and 

a = 

T = \np\ 

T ^Znp l  

Equation (3.82) can be written as 

X^WXa = X^WT. 

The estimate of a  and b  is 

a = (X'^WX)''x'^WT. 

Denote Z = (X^ W X ) 'X^W. Then, Eq. (3.85) becomes 

a = Z T ,  

where Z is a fixed matrix, and T is a random vector. 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 
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3.5.2.3 Variance-Covariance Matrix 

The variance-covariance matrix of a is 

,T f'aria) = Z Far(T) Z', 

= (X"^ W X )-' x"^ W Far(T) [(X"^ W X V' X"^ W]\ 

or 

FaKa) = (X"^ W X )•' X^ W Far(T) W'^X [(X^ W X 

Since Var(T) = W', we obtain 

Varia) = (X^ W X )"' X"^ W W' W"^ X [(X"^ W X )-']\ 

= (x^ w X )•' x"^ w'^x [(x"^ w X xY, 

= (X'^WX)-' x"^ W'^X[(X'^WX)'^]-', 

= (X"^ W X )•' X^ w'^x (X^ w"^ X )•', 

or 

Far(a) = (X'^WX)-'. 

Substituting Eq. (3.83) into Eq. (3.88) yields 

Var{a) = 

"Pi , "P2 
0-; 

np,x, ^ np2-^2 

np,x, ^ np^x^  

a,- a; 

npjX,' np^x^' 

or 

Var{a) 

cr; 

np^x^ np^x^ 
t  ̂ -* 

-1 

a- cr; 

^np^x, ^ np.x,^ 

cr," cr; 

cr; 

cr," <y; 

"Pi nPi 
•) ' -> 

cr," a; 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 
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where 

A = " 'P iP i i x .  -^i)" 
•) 1 (3.90) 

3.5.2.4 Times-to-failure Variance Estimation at the Use Stress Level 

From Eq. (3.77), the times-to-failure at the use stress level is 

T (jCu)  =  a  +  bxu-

The variance of the estimate of the mean life at the use stress level is 

(3.91) 

Var( f (jTu)) = yar( d )  + Var{b) + 2 Xu Cov(a,b). (3.92) 

From 

yiaria) = 
Var (d )  Cov{d ,b )  

Cov(a,b) Var(b) 

and substituting Eq (3.89) into Eq. (3.92), yields 

(3.93) 

Var{T{x^ ) )  =  - {  
cr: (j; 

or o".' 
(3.94) 

Substituting Eq. (3.90) into Eq. (3.94) and simplifying yields 

Vanite)) . 
n  p^{x^ -x^y  /7,(x,-.r,)-

(3.95) 
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3.5.2.5 Optimal Allocation of Test Units 

Substitute 

P2 = \-P\, (3.96) 

into Eq. (3.95). To obtain the optimal allocation of p\, differentiate Eq. (3.95) with 

respect to p\, or 

d Var[n X J] _ 1 ^ ̂ 2' -  x.f q-. '  (-^2 -  J (3 97) 
dPi " Pi'ixi-x.y- p,"(.r,-.r,)-

Equating Eq. (3.97) to 0, we can derivep\. 

The optimal allocations ofp\ and pi are obtained to be 

= . (3.98) 
-^J + cr2(-^i - ^u )  

and 

P, , (3.99) 

respectively. 

The optimal allocations of pi and pi correspond to the two stress levels we have 

selected; i.e., Si.Si.or.Vi.X:. S2 is selected as the highest stress level for the test. Si is to be 

optimized in the simulation step. 

3.5.2.6 Linear Degradation Example 

For the simple linear degradation given by 

y { t ) = e t  +  z .  (3.100) 
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where 

9= degradation rate, which varies ftom unit to unit according to a lognormal 

distribution, or, 0~ LN(/i; a^), 

and 

€ = measurement error, and e - N(0, Oe^), 

define the failure level of a degradation variable, y ,  to be D.  Then, the times-to-failure 

random variable, Tl , is 

Tu = (£)-8)/ft (3.101) 

Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (3.101), yields 

log(TO=g(0,Ae)= log(D-e)-log(0). (3.102) 

Then, 

dg  ^  I 

de  6>' 

and 

dg  I  

d e  D - e  

Because 0~ LN(/i, a^), we have 

E{0) = exp(/i + 0.5a"), 

and 

CTe" = exp(2// + CT^) [exp(a^) -1]. (3.103) 

Then, 

•'ar[log(TO]s. oe' +®.'( 
od  de  
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= exp(2/i + CT^) [exp(a") -1] [-1 / exp(/i + 0.5<t")] ̂  (1/Z)^), 

(3.104) 

or 

rar[log(TL)] = exp(a^) -1 + a.^tCr. (3.105) 

Substituting Eq. (3.22) into Eq. (3.102) yields 

logdO = log(D - 8) - log^O + EA/(KT*). 

Since D »  z,  

logd^) = log(D) - log^O + EA/(KT*), 

or 

log(TU) - log(D) = - log^o + EA/(KT*). 

Denoting 

g(TL)= log(Tu) - log(D), (3.106) 

a = - \o%do, b = Ea , and .r = 1/(KT*), 

we obtain a linear relationship between g (Tl) and x ,  or 

1(10= a + bx. 

From Eq. (3.105), we can see that the variance of log(TL) at Stress Level I is equal to the 

variance of log(TL) at Stress Level 2. From Eq. (3.106), the variance of g (Tl) at xi is the 

same as the variance of g (TL) at xi. Denote it as then the matrix W in Eq. (3.83) 

becomes I. 

Then, by applying the procedures described in Sections 3.5.2.1 to 3.5.2.5, the optimal 

allocations ofp\ and pi can be found as 
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(3.110) 
X, + X, -2x„ U 

and 

P 2 =  • (3.111) 
X, + X, -2.r„ 

Not all models are intrinsically linear. If a model can not be made linear by suitable 

transformations, these models are called intrinsically nonlinear models. The general 

approach described in Section 3.5.1 can be used. If the degradation model is complex, we 

may also use approximations to find an approximate relationship from the original model, 

and use transformation of variables to obtain a linear relationship. Then, we can use this 

linear relationship to get the optimal allocations. The precise optimal allocations can be 

obtained by varying the values of the allocations p\ and pi a little, found in the simulation 

step which is described in Section 3.7. 

3.6 STEP 3-MEASUREMENT PLANNING 

In this section, the problem of choosing appropriate times to measure the test units to 

obtain the degradation data is addressed. The purpose of the test is to obtain accurate 

estimation of the mean life at the use stress level within cost budget. Once we have 

selected the test stress levels and determined the proportion of units in each stress level, 

we are concerned about selecting the measurement times to get a precise estimation of the 

degradation path, or the degradation model parameters, such as 0in Eq. (3.1) for 
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each unit put into the test. Assume that all the test units at each stress level are measured 

at the same time. 

Plan 1: EQUAL TIME PLAN 

In this case, we choose the time intervals between measurements to be the same. Let tm 

be the total test time, and k be the total number of measurements. Then, the /th 

measurement time is 

Plan 2: EQUAL LOG-SPACING PLAN 

In this case, we choose to make more measurements in the beginning and fewer 

measurements near the end of the test. The reason for this is that some degradation 

processes show a great deal of degradation in the early stages and less in the later stages. 

The measurement times are chosen such that they are of equal distance in the log time 

scale. That is to choose /j, / = 1,2,..., k, such that 

i= \ ,2 , . . . , k .  
k  

(3.112) 

InOi+i) - ln(/i) = ln(/j) - InOi.i), / = 1, 2,... ,  k. (3.113) 

Denote z\ = ln(/i), then 

Zi+l Zi Zi Zj-i , i  1,2,..., k .  (3.114) 

Consequently, 

Zj = Zk7. 

Then, 
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= exp(Zj) ,  

i 
= exp(Zk-), 

or 

/i = exp[ln(rk)^], i= \ ,2 , . . . , k .  

Since h = tm, 

/i = exp[ln(rm)^], ' = 1,2 k .  (3.115) 

The equal log-spacing plan is a good candidate for the concave degradation path because 

of the higher degradation rate at early stage of the test. For the convex degradation path, 

which shows greater degradation in the later stage of the test, another measurement plan 

is needed. 

Plan 3: EQUAL DEGRADATION PLAN 

In this case, we choose the measurement times /i, t2 tk such that the amount of observed 

degradation between each measurement interval is the same, or 

yiti-i) -Mti) = /= 1, 2,..., k. (3.116) 
k  

The measurement time t \  depends on the degradation path. 

Plan 4: DECREASING SPACING PLAN 

In this case, the measurement time interval decreases, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Choose the 
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measurement times t\, ti, /k such that 

1=1,2, . . . ,A:,  (3.117) 

or 

ik - tk-i = At, 

^k-l - ̂k-2 = O At, 

t 2 - t \ =  a ^ ' '  A/, 

and 

tx=a^-^M, (3.118) 

where a>\, and A/ is a fixed time interval. 

Adding both sides of Eq. (3.118), yields 

/k — A/ + a A/ +... + a''' A/, 

or 

Mia' -1) 
'k - ; • 

0 t\ tj ... ^k-l ^k 

Fig. 3.4- Decreasing space plan for measurement times. 
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At can be found to be 

(3.119) 

From Eq. (3.117), the /th measurement time, /j, is given by 

/•= 1,2,/o = 0. (3.120) 

Selecting the measurement time depends on the degradation rate changes of the 

degradation path. Different degradation paths have different optimal measurement plans. 

The previous steps provide analytical support for optimal plarming of accelerated 

degradation tests. There are still some questions which remain unsolved, such as how to 

choose the optimal lower stress level? What is the precision expected from the test? Is the 

chosen test plan robust enough considering the uncertainty of the plarming values 

selected? 

The test plan property, such as the precision expected from the test, depends on the 

degradation path model and its parameters, and relies not only on the stress levels 

selected and allocations of test units, but also on the choice of the measurement times. To 

determine the precision expected from a test, and to evaluate the robustness of a test plan, 

a simulation method is used. 

3.7 STEP 4-SIMULATION 
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3.7.1 Degradation Model Parameter Estimation 

For some degradation tests, physical degradation can be measured as a function of time; 

for other degradation tests, product performance changes other than physical degradation 

can be measured as a function of time. In either case, degradation data on an individual 

unit are available at specific points in time where the measurements are taken. Figure 2.1 

gives examples of the amount of degradation changes as a function of time or usage. The 

failed state is defmed as an absolute change of the value of physical degradation or 

performance parameter, or a percentage change of physical degradation or performance 

parameter. As the degradation amount reaches D, the critical degradation level, the test 

units are taken from the functional state to the failed state. The time-to-failure for the test 

units can be found by determining the time at which the degradation paths reach the 

critical degradation level. 

Due to the inherent variability of all manufacturing processes, the test units can not be 

made identically. The individual variation is due to individual characteristics, such as 

material property variation, unit geometry, and dimension variation among individuals. 

The degradation path for each unit is assumed to be similarly shaped across 

individuals. To characterize the variability of the test units, the parameters that describe 

each unit may have different values for different units. 

Consider the random effects in the degradation data. There are two sources of 

variability; namely, (1) random variation among measurements with a given unit, and (2) 

random variation among units. 
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In the field of biology, nonlinear mixed effects models are proposed to deal with the 

growth data in which the degradation response variable, y, is monotonically changing 

with time. Fixed effects refer to the parameters that are associated with an entire 

population. Random effects refer to the parameters that are associated with individual 

units drawn at random from a population. Statistical models which are expressed as 

nonlinear models incorporate both fixed effects and random effects, are called nonlinear 

mixed effects models. Nonlinear mixed effects models assume that both the random 

effects and the errors follow normal distributions. 

The degradation response, y, records the change of degradation amount versus time, t. 

Let >'y denotes the degradation measured at time j= 1,2,..., k. The degradation vector^ 

= [ yi. y2. •••. y/t]^ summarizes the information available for an individual unit 

measurement at r = [ //. t2..... 

A function / (<I>. t) can be specified to model the relationship between y and t. The 

linear case can be considered to be a special case of the nonlinear function. The 

degradation measurement for time tj can be written as 

+ ey, j = U 2,..., k. (3.131) 

In Eq. (3.131), the function/ depends on <I> = [<t>\, 02.. which is an /• dimensional 

multivariate normally distributed vector of parameters, in a linear or nonlinear fashion. 

The measurement error is denoted by Sy. The k dimensional vector f = [ E/ Ej. ..., e^]^ 

summarizes all k errors for a given individual unit. The errors are assumed uncorrelated 

and independent. heXyy denotes theyth measurement,^ = 1,2,..., k\, for the rth individual. 
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/ = 1,2, Consequently, a total of N =^kj measurement data are obtained. The 
1=1 

form of f is assumed to be the same for all individual units, but the parameter O varies 

across the individuals. This can be taken into account by specifying a vector, Oj, for the 

ith individual unit. 

Consider the general degradation model 

yit)=fiO,t) + e, (3.132) 

which represents the observed degradation, 

where 

f (0.1) = actual degradation amount, 

0=m dimensional vector of the parameters of the degradation model, 

and 

€ = measurement error, and e ~ N(0, cTc"). 

Appropriate reparameterization can formulate the joint distribution of random variables 6 

to a multivariate normal distribution <I>. The general degradation model of Eq. (3.132) 

can be written as 

KO =/(<!>. 0+e-

The form of / is different from the form of f. In the next section, we use the same 

notation as f, and regard f (0, t) and /(O, t) as different forms before and after the 

reparameterization. 
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3.7.1.1 Nonlinear Mixed Effects Model Formulation 

A nonlinear mixed effects model 

=/(^i. tij) + Ev' / = 1, 2,../I, y = 1,2,ki, (3.133) 

represents the observed degradation amount for unit / of the yth measurement, 

where 

tij = time at which the yth measurement is taken on test unit /, 

v,y= observed degradation at time /,yon test unit /, 

<I>i = parameter vector of length r, obtained from reparamaterization from 

parameter vector ^ of length m. Oi follows a multivariate normal 

distribution, 

/= nonlinear function of time tij and parameter vector Oi, 

e,y = random measurement error, 

n = number of units. 

and 

k\ = number of measurements for unit /. 

Equation (3.133) for unit / can be written as 

yi=f\i^i,t) + ei, i = l,2, 

by writing 

(3.134) 

yi = 
yp. 

/(Oi, t)= 
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The model in Eq. (3.133), or Eq. (3.134), represents the change of the degradation 

amount y over time, and random variation associated with the measurements on the /th 

individual. The values of degradation variable y are characterized through the nonlinear 

function f, and the random variation is represented by the random errors 8. 

Variation among different units can be accounted for through each unit's specific 

vector parameter Oj. The parameter vector, <I>i, in the model can be written as 

Oi = A/3+Bbi, bi~N(0,D), (3.135) 

where 

^ = d dimensional vector of fixed effects, 

bj = ^ dimensional vector of random effects associated with test unit /, b| 

conforms to a multivariate normal distribution with variance-covariance 

matrix D, or bj ~N(0, D), 

A  =  r x d  dimensional matrix for fixed effects, 

B  =  r x q  dimensional matrix for random effects, 

and 

D = variance-covariance matrix for random effects. 
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The general degradation model for n test units can be written as 

0 = A/S + Bb, b~N(0, •), 

(3.136) 

by writing 

y= 
yi 

8 = 

e. 

A 

A 
A = 

<D 

<*>2 

B 

B 

B 

B 

b. D 
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3.7.1.2 Likelihood Function 

The likelihood for unit i is based on the marginal density of yi, 

^-(yO = I ^,(yi,bi)dbi. (3.137) 

where 

t-i (yi> bi) = joint distribution of yi and bj, 

and 

dbj db[| dbij... db^j^ 

Since 

Li (yi, bj) = Li (yi |bi) /7(bi), (3.138) 

where 

(yi |bi) = conditional distribution of yi, 

and 

;?(bi) = joint distribution of the multivariate normal random variables bi. 

Substituting Eq. (3.138) into Eq. (3.137), yields 

/'/(yi) = J ^/(yi|bi)/>(bi)dbj. (3.139) 

The likelihood for theyth measurement on unit i is 

iayillbl)' Tr^«P[- T^T '»))']• (3"tO) 
yllTicr^ 2<t; 

The likelihood for all the ki observations on unit / is the product of the likelihood for each 

time, or 

^/(yi|bi)=n ̂ (/(yijlbi)- (3.141) 
y=i 
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Substituting Eq. (3.140) into Eq. (3.141), yields 

|b.) = n /]• (3.142) 
V2;r(T, 2cr; 

Substituting Eq. (3.142) into Eq. (3.139), the whole expression for the likelihood of unit / 

becomes 

UyO= [{fl -7^exp[-:^(:^;iJ-/(4>,/^))-]}/7(bi)db, (3.143) 
J yjlTra, 2(T; 

The likelihood for n units is 

^(y) = fl 
1=1 

or 

^(y)=n f^n -/^exp[-:^(>^ij-/(<I>.,/^))^]}p(bi)db.. (3.144) 
J M yl27ra, 2(T; 

Given the degradation data or simulated degradation data, y, and time t, the maximum 

likelihood estimate of ff, D, and is the values of /3, D, and Gt' that make the data y and 

t most probable or most likely. Maximizing the likelihood of Eq. (3.144) over all n units 

is computationally burdensome. Evaluation of Eq. (3.144) requires the evaluation of n 

integrals of dimension q,  where n is the number of test units and q is the number of 

parameters of random effects in the degradation model. The algorithm given by Pinheiro 

and Bates [30] is computationally efficient. It facilitates the computation of parameters /3, 

D, and CTj", by a two-step iterative procedure. 
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Researchers use nonlinear mixed effects models to deal with the growth curves of 

pigs, trees, etc. This is similar to the situation of accelerated degradation tests with one 

single stress level. 

In the function form of Eq. (3.133), y is taken as a response variable, and time t is 

taken as a predictor variable. Adding on the stress level variable, x, and treating this 

variable as another predictor variable, can allow for the analysis of two stress levels of 

degradation data. We can use the same technique to maximize the likelihood function and 

compute the parameters. 

Substituting the stress dependent relationship 0i = hix) into Eq. (3.136), we have 

j'=/(0.jc,/) +e. (3.145) 

Allocate np\ units on Stress Level 1, and npi units on Stress Level 2. The likelihood to be 

maximized is 

"Pi n 

i(y) = n 
/=! i=/ip,+I 

np, * ' 1 1  T 
"0 f ^ n ~r=— ^ y-j ^ 

/=! ^ y=I \2^<T^ 2(T^ 

tl f ^ n ~r^— ^ yy -^2. ^u) )^]} ^(*>0 
/4,-i ^ V2;rc7^ 2<T; 

(3.146) 
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3.7.1.3 Parameter Estimation 

The q dimensional vector of random effects bi is associated with test unit i. b; conforms to 

a multivariate normal distribution with variance-covariance matrix D, or bi ~N(0, D), 

exp(--bTD~'bi) 
p(b,) = \ , (3.147) 

(271)5 ViDl 

where |D| denotes the determinant of matrix D. 

Substituting Eq. (3.147) into Eq. (3.146) yields 

"Pi *'11 

m = n  f <n  
,=i •' y=i v2;r<T^ 

"——""" 'n  J  i n  Tr— 

exp(-ib>-'b,) 
X exp[- ^ ( y„-/(<l>i..ir2.<!,))']) \ dbi. (3.148) 

(2,1)5 VTdT 

Writing D"'as D"'= \l<3  ̂yields 

bj"^ D-' bi = bi"^ V"^ V bi 

or 

T , Pb,, 
bi^D-'bi=J!—^ (3.149) 

Since 

|D| = [det(D-')]-', 
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= [det(VW/c,')]-', 

= [det(ar-V^V)]-', 

= [(a/')''det(V^V)]-', 

= [(a,Vdet(V^)det(V)]-', 

= [(a/V|V^l 1V|]-', 

or 

101=0,'" lV|-\ (3.150) 

substituting Eqs (3.149) and Eq. (3.150) into Eq. (3.148) yields 

L(y) 
np, I It. 1 

'0 

exP<-M. . . 

-  ,  •  " "  - n  
(2n)MCT? I V|-') 

. , exp(-m, 
^ exp[- £ — ( yij -/(Oi, .r2. t^j) f]} x ^ 

(2:i)^(a^|Vr') 

dbi 

or 

"PI  1 1 "I 

1 II (yr/d-i...,'.))-

.„vb,ip,,dM n, 

xexp{~ty (y,j-/(<l>i.J2.<«))'+l|VbJpl(db,. (3.151) 
2CT; tr 
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Denote 

yi= 

yi= 

Yi. 

yi2 

Yik, 

yi 

0 

/(<!».,.X,, I,,) 

Vh, 

, / (Oi. X2) = 

and / (Oi, xi) = 
Vb: 

Equation (3.151) can be written as 

"Pi 1 1 
U y ) = Y l  f|V| exp{-—[||y.-y;(Oi..r,)ll^]}dbi 

J (V27raj'''^'' 2<t, 

' ' 1^1 I—^ ^ exp{-—^[l|yi-/i(Oi..V2) II*] }dbi, 
(V^aj"-^'^ 2<T; 

n jivi 

or 

i(y) = n  ft f | V |  e»pi-:^[||y,-/;(fl.i.A:,)||'])db, (3.152) 
%r J 2ct; 

To maximize I(y), we need to minimize 1| y^ -/ (Oi, xi) |f. Denote the current estimate of 

/3 and the estimate of the random effects bi as and and 

d b ,  
T \ 1 

;(»-) _ = 

ap r '^'"'.4,'"' • 

Ch') JU • 
The first order Taylor series expansion of the function/(Oi, x,) at p and O, is 
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Therefore, 

lp"',4 

or 

Denote ffl/"' = y, -/ (cl>i. x,)\+*;•" fi• Then lp"'.4 

Perform a QR decomposition of Z,. ' [39, pp. 65-70], 

(3.153) 

=c. 
0 

where Q, is an orthogonal matrix of dimension (ki  + q^iki  + q) ,  and R\ is an upper-

triangular matrix of dimension q. Then, we obtain [41, pp. 167-180] 

= li , 

= \\Q^^r-Q^^T'P -Q^Q\ 
0 

bit. 

or 

0 
bill (3.154) 
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Denote 

, and = 

where e\, c\, and diaieof  q^l ,ki>^l ,q>^d,  and ki  dimension, respectively. 

Equation (3.154) can be written as 

a, -c,p-^,A 

or 

«/""-i'rbi = II ai - c,p-RM II' + Iki - d,p 1 

Consequently, 

1=1 1=1 

or 

1=1 1=1 

Denote 

R.= d. 

and perform a QR decomposition of Ra, or 

Ra 0ai 
0 

(3.155) 

Z llyi-/(Oi. .r,)|p =2 \ \a i-c;f i -Ribi f+\\e,-d;f i \ \ \  (3.156) 
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Denote 

Equation (3.156) can be written as 

X lly.-/;(<I>,X,)i|- =2 ll«i-'^i^-'«iAill'+ll^nn-i?an>8!p+|knn-|P. (3.157) 
1=1 1=1 

Consequently, 

P =i?an"'ei 

and 

bi = R{\ai - c\P), 

(3.158) 

H 
are the values that minimize J]] II yi -/ (<i*i. x,) |1^ . These values can be used as the 

1=1 

(w+Oth estimates of /? and b\. The above procedure is repeated until a convergence 

criterion is met. 

Next, consider Eq. (3.152). It can be written as 

= n ft IVI-y,^ ! - ^ e x p , - ^ [ | | y , , d b .  

A first order Taylor series expansion of the function / (<&i. xi) at the Mh estimates P 

L (••') 
and Oj yields 

(H-) 

- -SSlr 1 
' n It ivi^^ 

/=! /= 
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- f -7=J—-exp{-:^[|| ift IdK (3.159) 
J {yJlTra^y 2CT; 

Denote yi = . To minimize ||* is equivalent to 

minimize || yi |p. A, which is found to be [35, pp. 529-531] 

(3160) 

A A . 
This is to say that A,, is the least squares estimate of bj based on yi and 2;"''. Then, 

yi-;?;-" A,= yi-

or 

yi -;?r' A,= {I - y-

^. * # I * 
which is in the space orthogonal to the column space of ^,.'[33]. Since iF; '(bj-6,.) is in 

the column space of , the inner product of yi-^!"'^, and is zero. Then, 

II yi jp = II yr^r'6.+^r' br^r f lP. 

= II yi *,lP + ii«;-'(bi-i,)ip +2[yi »,]'[i;-'(b,-»,)], 

or 

||js-«|-'Mp = ||y,-4'-'*,|f +||«;"(bi-i,)|p. (3.161) 

Substituting Eq. (3.161) into Eq. (3.159) yields 

i(y) = n ft ^ (71^ 

xexp{-^[||yi-#r A,|p +||^<''>(bi-A,)|p] }dbi, 
20-; 
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J , r r  »"P''T^ ii«,'-'(br*,)|p )db,. 
J (V2;r<Tj'' 2fr^ 

or 

i ( y ) = n  f t  I V L J ,, cxp{-^i|y.»,lp! 
/=i 1=1 \yl27r(T^) 

X f -j=! -exp(-T^ (bi-i,)'(#;-')'• g'-'(l>rh |db,, (3.162) 
J {yllncr^Y 2<t; 

Denote 

'<» = f , nr^ e^Pl-T^ (br»,f(«;-')^ £rO>ri,) |db, 
' hllaa.y 2<t; 

Then, 

i(y)=; . ^ . f -r^—Vu^rTir 

xexp{-^ ^r'(b.-A,) }dbi, 
2<t: 

rC*) 

J 
Vi(^r')'^r'i (V^cr^r/VuipT^ 

xexp{-^ (bi-A,)^(^r)T ^••"(bi-A,) }dbi, 
2<t: 

or 

•W' , • (3'«) 
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Substituting Eq. (3.163) into Eq. (3.162) yields 

2 1 

It 
1 

exp{--^||yi-^r^ll'}-(3.164) 
/=! /=1 

Performing a QR decomposition of , yields 

=0i 
0 

where Q\ is an orthogonal matrix of dimension {k\ + q)^{k\ + q), and /fj is an upper-

triangular matrix of dimension q. Then, 

=(0i 
0 0 

and 

= ( 

= ( 

0 

R, 

0 

fQ^Q^ 
0 

- D T ' R .  

=>7^, 

= ViiTiiij, 

= 

Substituting Eq. (3.165) into Eq. (3.164) yields 

i(y) = n ft ivi 

(3.165) 

/=! /=! (V2;r<rJ*' I 1 2a^ 
(3.166) 
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Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (3.166) yields 

/(y) = log[Z:(y)], 

1 1 

tr (v2;ro-J*' \ R i \  2<T^ 

=1 ^7  ̂iki' ̂ '• 

or 

'(y)=z; iog(|V| ' ^ Iift.j;-'i,|pi. (3.167) 
M {^2K(TX I^,- I 20-; ^ 

From Eq. (3.155), we obtain 

i  I I I f  I I S , I f .  
1=1 1=1 

=2 |f+||ei-</i^|p. 
1=1 

or 

2 II *1 If =Z | |a i -Ci^-«ii, |f+lk„.-*.„^f+lk„,.|f. (3.168) 
4=1 l«I 

Substituting Eq. (3.168) into Eq. (3.167) yields 

log(2;r<T/)+j log(|V|^( 
^ 1=1 /=! I I 

\\a-.-C;P-R;b, l|'+|knn-^an>^P+lknn-|P}. 
2<T: tl' 
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or 

/(y) = .i A^log(2;ra/)+ £ log{|V|^ } -^ {|| e„n-i«an^p+Iknn-|p}.(3.169) 
2 M 1^,1 2<T; 

Consequently, 

P ^an ^nn, 

and 

a; = \\e.n-\m 

maximize Eq. (3.169). Then, 

/(y)= l^{logyV-log(2;r)-l} + ^ log{|V|^}-A^iog{|knn-1|}. 
2  1 = 1  1 " /  I  

The Newton-Raphson method can be used to optimize |V|. Using a first order expansion 

of the first derivative of the log-likelihood function, around the wth estimate of |V1 yields 

the (MH-l)th estimate of |V1. Each Newton-Raphson iteration procedure needs the 

calculation of the first order derivative of the log-likelihood function and the second 

order derivative of the log-likelihood function. 

The above steps alternate until a convergence criterion is met. The values of /3, |V|, 

and a(~ can be obtained. 

3.7.1.4 Example 

Consider the linear degradation model 

y{t) = (3.170) 
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The degradation rate, 9, is lognormally distributed, ox 6 ~ LN(/a a^). To formulate a 

nonlinear mixed effects model, first perform a reparameterization. 

Define a new variable, q, such that 

0=exp(?), (3.171) 

where 9 is lognormally distributed. Consequently, q is normally distributed with mean u 

and variance or N(m, a^). 

Write Eq. (3.170) as 

yiji^ij) ~ » 

or 

yijitij) = exp(g) Uj + Sij, (3.172) 

for unit i ,  measurementj  =  \ , 2 , k i .  

By treating the individuals as a sample from a population, mixed effects models 

represent the deviations from the mean value of the parameters as random effects. The 

mean value of the parameters is treated as fixed effects. 

To apply the concepts of fixed and random effects, re-express Eq. (3.172) as 

yijitij) = exp[ f + (Q - f)] tij + Eij, (3.182) 

where f denotes the average of the individual parameters, g, of n units, which is equal to 

u. \ is regarded as fixed effects. 

Denoting = Q - f > treating the deviation from the average value of the parameters as 

random effects, the nonlinear mixed effects version of Eq. (3.182) becomes 

yijiUj) = exp( f + li) /,y + . (3.183) 
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The individual deviation from the mean value, represented by ^i, is normally distributed 

with mean zero and variance c", or |j ~ N(0, cy^). Random effects corresponding to 

different units are assumed to be independent. The error terms Sij are assumed to be 

randomly distributed with mean zero and variance o^", or c ~ N(0, a^"). Sij are 

independent of the random effects. 

Write the mixed effects as 

Q 

or in matrix form 

[5l = [ll[?l + [n[fll, {i-N(0,o^), 

or 

<I»i = A /S + B bi bi~N(0, D), (3.184) 

where 

Oi = [Ci], A  =  [ \ ] , f f  =  [ l ] ,  

B = [l], D = [a-], 

and 

bi = [|i]. 

The likelihood to be maximized is 

^(y) = fl 
(=I 

" fl f ^ li T=— ^ ^ ^ J yllTtcT^ 20-; 

(3.185) 
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Because 

/7(|i)=-^=^exp(- ^ Ir), 
yllKcr 2cr-

Eq. (3.185) becomes 

^(y) = fl f ^ rt ( y î - ^ } 
/=1 J=l \2kcj^ 2(7^ 

^ •exp(-^|r)d^i. (3.186) 
•JlitcT 2a' 

Finding the parameters /3, D, or by maximizing the likelihood of Eq. 

(3.186) involves the evaluation of n integrals. 

Consider the degradation rate ^ which is related to temperature according to the 

Arrhenius law as follows: 

^ = 6bi exp[-EA/(KT*)]. (3.187) 

Letting ^ = exp(Q) and = exp(Q)i), write Eq. (3.187) as 

exp(?i) = exp[gbi - Ea/(KT*)]. (3.188) 

Equation (3.172) can be written as 

yijitij) = exp[Q)i - EA/(KT* )]tij + eij. (3.189) 

Writing g3i=4o + ^oi, whereto is the mean of Qo.i = 1,2,..., n, Eq. (3.188) becomes 

exp(c,) = exp[f 0 + Ea/(KT*)]. (3.190) 

The activation energy, Ea . is considered here to be constant from unit to unit. 

The mixed effects model of Eq. (3.189) can be written as 

yijitij) = exp[ 4 0 + loi - Ea/(KT*)] tij + £},•, (3.191) 
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and the parameter vector as 

*501 ^0 
[EAJ  0 

or 

^oi " l  0"  "4o ' + T 
.Ea. 0  1  Ea .  0  fe.J. 

or 

where 

Oi = A |8 + B bi bj~N(0,D), 

<!>. = 

A = 

/S = 

B 

?0i 
E. 

, a two dimensional parameter vector for unit /, 

1 0 

0 I 

4o 

r 

0 

, a two dimensional fixed effects parameter vector. 

b, =[4oi ], one dimensional random effects parameter vector. 

and 

D= [g'I 

The likelihood to be maximized becomes 

"PI 

^ y )  = l i  n  

(3.192) 

(3.193) 

(3.194) 

1=1 
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°n f<n -75=—expt-TT-'M-1=1 y=i v2;r<T^ 20"^ 

f l  f  ^  n  "7^=— (y^i' ^ 
i=np,+i y=i \ 2!rCT^ 2<T^ 

"PI  * /  

' n f {n ®*p[- (y î - ^+  ̂oi  -  Ea / (  k  t ;  ) ]  ]}  
,=l "' y=| \2K(T^ 2<T^ 

p(loi)d?o. >< n f ^rt exp[-^(j;ij-
/=npj+i y=i ^ 

exp[^o + ?o,- EA/( KT: )] %)-]} p(?oi) d^oi. (3.195) 

Because 

P(^io)= J- exp(- ^ 
v2;r<T 2<t' 

Eq. (3.195) becomes 

"Pi *'1 1 -
^y) =n nn -Tt—exp[- —();ij-exp[4o + ^oi-EA/(K:T;)]/^)^]} 

1=1 y=i SZTKJ^ 

"7==^exp(- lio )d^oi '^ ]~[ J ~/S= ®xp[' r 
V2;rcr 2cr J y., V2;rcr^ 2(T^ 

exp[4o + loi - Ea/( KT; )] /,y)^ } — exp(- $io^) d|oi. 
V2;rcr 2(7 " 

"PI 1 1 *' — 

f , rr- ^ ~ ^'^Pt40 + ^oi- EA/( KT; )] 
,=i J (V2;ro-J*' 2o-; 

^v^l-T^expC- ^ ?io^) d^oi ^ fl f {77=-^ 
V2/r<T 2o- J (V2/r<rJ ' 
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exp[- ^ (>'ij - exp[ 4 0 + ^oi - Ea/( K T' )] r,/ ] 
2<t; ^ yjlTti na 

exp(- fio^) d|oi. 
la' 

np\ 
'' n f nr-  ̂S CVIJ - exp[ 4 „ + LOI - Ea/( K T,* )] 

J {4l7taJ' 2cr; 

V , V- . 2,.. A f I 
'y) ] z:^ exp(- ^ |io )d|oi 11 f , nr 

V2;rcr 2cr^ J i^J27^crJ ' 

exp[- ^ 2 (>;ij - exp[ 4 o + ^oi - Ea/( K T,' )] TYF ] 
20-; 7^ 

V V* •) 
exp(- —TT ?or)d|oi. 

y/l^cr^ 2<j]. 

or 

npi 
^(y)=n n f (yij-exp[ 4 o  +  ? o i - E A /  

/=i ,=i •' (slTvaJ ' 2a; j=i 

(Kr;)]/^)-+vV)d^oi. (3.196) 

*, _ 

To maximize Eq. (3.196), first we need to minimize ^{yy - exp[^o + ?oi - Ea/( Kr/)] 
y=i 

tijf+ Then, we need to maximize the likelihood of Eq. (3.196) based on the 

estimates of ff and ^oi obtained in the first step. The two steps alternate until the estimates 

of the parameters converge. 
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3.7.2 Linear Model Parameter Estimation 

For the linear model 

yijitij) = ^ tij + £ij, 

which represents the observed degradation for unit / at measurement timey = 1,2, 

Degradation rate for unit i, can be obtained by minimizing 

0 0.197) 
/=1 

Differentiating Eq. (3.197) with respect to 6\, and equating it to zero yields 

= <5.198) 
/=! 

Consequently, 

k,  

S 'v y ij 
0.= ^ . (3.199) 

I'/ y=i 

The times-to-failure of unit / when the degradation of unit / reaches the critical value D is 

T = ^  * I - , 

Or from Eq. (3.199) 

1:=-^ (3.200) 

/=i 

The mean life at Stress Level 1 is given by 
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nPt 

/M,= —. (3.201) 
nPi 

The mean life at Stress Level 2 is given by 

It,, 
m.= ^ . (3.202) 

"Pi 

Dividing Eq. (3.201) by Eq. (3.202), the acceleration factor, Af, is obtained to be 

Af=^. (3.203) 

Because the life is inversely proportional to the rate of the process to failure, or the 

degradation rate, from Eq. (3.2), 

LT = Cexp(^), (3.204) 

where 

Lt  = test unit's life, 

C = constant for the unit, which is equal to D/Oa. 

The lives at Stress Level 1, Ln.at Stress Level 2, Ln, and at Use Stress Level, Lm.can be 

obtained from 

LT,=Cexp(-^), (3.205) 
/C/| 

LT2 = Cexp(^), 

and 
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LTu = Cexp(-^), 

respectively. 

Consequently, the ratio of the lives at Stress Level 1 to those at Stress Level 2 is 

#!-= exp[-^(:^-^)]. (3.206) 
Ly2 ^  '2 '1 

The acceleration factor, Ap. is given by 

Af=^. (3.207) 

Substituting Eq. (3.206) into Eq. (3.207) yields 

ap = exp[-.^(-!r-^)]. (3.208) 
/t /, 1) 

The activation energy Ea can be found by taking the logarithm of Eq. (3.208), or 

£.<=-ln(AF)-j-^. (3.209) 

t I ' T ;  

Solving Eq. (3.205) for the life at Stress Level 1 yields 

C-i„exp(-^). (3.210) 
A.y, 

Substituting Eq. (3.210) into Eq. (3.204), parameter 6b can be obtained as 

^=Dexp(-^) /M,, 
A / ,  

or 
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6b = Af exp[ -] Wf (3.211) 

Consequently, and 6b can be obtained using Eqs. (3.209) and (3.211). 

3.7.3 Simulation Algoritfim 

Consider the general model 

yij l ( , l i j ' l )  f  ^i j l t  /=1,2, i = 1, 2,..., np/, j = 1, 2,..., ki. 

€,y/ ~ N(0, Ge"), 

which represents the observed degradation of Stress Level /, unit /, at time j .  

where 

f{0,  t )  = actual degradation path, 

9= m dimensional vector of the parameters of the degradation model, 0= 

e = random measurement error, randomly distributed with mean zero and 

variance , or e - N(0, CTf^). The errors are assumed uncorrected and 

independent. 

The algorithm of the simulation is the following; 

1. Using the planning values in Section 3.2, generate p dimensional multivariate 

random variables 6r = [0\,0i,..., 6^ ]^. 

= [e\ ,  9i ,..., 1̂,..., 9: = [0\ ,  Oi, . . . ,  i sa p 

dimensional vector of the random parameters. 

and 
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2. Obtain actual degradation paths f{0,t) for the n units in the two stress levels 

according to the test plan variable d = («, tm, Si_ S2, pi. P2) obtained from 

Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 

3. Obtain the simulated observed degradation data according to the measurement 

plan given in Section 3.6, plus the measurement error in the data. 

4. Analyze the simulated accelerated degradation data by reparameterization of 

the degradation model to a nonlinear mixed effects model, and using the 

methods given in Section 3.7.1 to obtain the model parameters. 

5. Find the mean life at the use stress level. 

For accelerated degradation tests, the degradation function/is usually 

nonlinear and the number of the random parameters of the degradation model 

is sometimes greater than one. Therefore, it is not possible to get a closed form 

expression for the times-to-failure distribution, reliability or mean life. In this 

situation, the estimation of the mean life can be obtained using simulation. 

By generating a large number of degradation paths from the degradation 

model with the estimated parameter values at the use stress level, we can 

calculate the failure time when the test unit reaches the critical degradation 

level, D, and find the mean life of these units. 

The mean life estimate can be found using the following algorithm; 

5.1 Generate Nm simulated degradation parameters of 61,62 6q from 

multivariate normal random variables with mean 0, variance-covariance 

D. Nm is a large number; e.g. Nm=10,000. 
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5.2 Determine Nm corresponding simulated degradation paths at use stress 

level. 

5.3 Obtain the failure times •••, corresponding to the Nm simulated 

degradation paths in Step 5.2 by solving 

D=mi, t). 

5.4 Calculate the test units' mean life from 

,v, 

I', 
m= 

^n.  ni 

6. Use the plarming value of model parameters to find the true mean life, 

following the steps in Steps 5.1-5.4. 

7. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 1,000 times to see the differences from sample to 

sample. 

8. Assess the mean square error (MSE) of the estimate of the mean life for the 

test plan. 

9. Change the lower stress level Si. The corresponding optimal allocation p\ and 

pi can be calculated by the method described in Section 3.5. Repeat Steps 1 

through 8 with different Si. Compute the error of the estimated mean life for 

each Si. Get the optimal stress level Si which yields the smallest error on the 

estimated mean life. 

10. Change the measurement plan. Repeat Steps I through 9 to select the optimal 

measurement plan from the measurement plans described in Section 3.6 which 

yields the smallest error on the estimated mean life. 
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11. Use difTerent planning values and conduct simulations to see the robustness of 

the test plan. 

12. Use different cost budget values and conduct simulations to see if there is a 

significant change in the precision. 

3.7.4 Example 

For the linear degradation case, from Eqs. (3.110) and (3.111), we can see that the 

optimal allocations of test units depend on the transformed stress levels, .ri, xi and x^,. At 

use temperature T = 30 °C, the transformed stress is given by 

.ru = 1/(KT*), 

= l/(8.617xl0'^x (273+30)), 

or 

.Vu = 38.300. 

At temperature T = 150 °C, the transformed stress is given by 

.r2 = 1/(KT*), 

= 1/(8.6 17x10'^X(273+1 50)), 

or 

a:2 = 27.435. 

At temperature T = 140°C, the transformed stress is given by 

,r, = 1/(KT*), 

= l/(8.617xl0-^x(273+140)), 

or 
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xi = 28.099. 

The optimal allocations ofp\ andpi can be found as 

-^2 -Pi= — 
X , +  x ,  

^ 27.435-38.300 

28.099 + 27.435-2x38.300' 

or 

p\ = 0.518, 

and 

P2= l-pi. 

= 1-0.518, 

or 

P2 = 0.482. 

The optimal allocations of units and number of units can be obtained and are given in 

Table 3.1. 

Choose the number of test units equal to the optimal number given by Table 3.1. As 

Stress Level 1 varies from temperature dO^C to HO^C, the error of the estimated mean life 

at the use stress level changes correspondingly. A computer program using the Splus 

language gives the estimation errors which are plotted in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. From Fig. 3.6, 

it can be seen that the error in the mean life estimate is about 5.8 percent with 69 units put 

to 150''C and 131 units put to 90''C. Choosing other temperatures yields a less accurate 

estimation of the mean life; e.g., if we choose the test stress levels as 150"C and HO^C, 

the error is about 11 percent. 
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Table 3.1- Results of optimal allocations of the number of test units to two 

temperatures with one at 150°C and another one at the different 

temperatures listed in the first column. 

T°C P\ Pi  n\  «2 
140 0.518 0.482 104 96 

130 0.538 0.462 108 92 

120 0.561 0.439 112 88 

110 0.587 0.413 117 83 

100 0.618 0.382 124 76 

90 0.654 0.346 131 69 

80 0.697 0.303 139 61 

70 0.748 0.252 150 50 

60 0.812 0.188 162 38 

50 0.894 0.106 179 21 

Choose Stress Level 1 as 90°C and Stress Level 2 as 150"C. Figure 3.5 shows the 

estimation errors in the mean life using different allocations of the number of units. We 

can see that the optimal values ofpi and pi are 131/200 and 69/200, respectively. These 

are same as the results from the analytical steps, as given in Table 3.1. To choose p\ and 

P2. the analytical solutions are adequate for this case. 

In conclusion, choosing Si = 90°C and S2 = 150 °C withp\ = 131/200 andpj = 69/200, 

we can get the smallest estimation error which is 5.8 percent. 
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Using the estimation method described in Section 3.7.2 for this linear degradation 

case, the result is given in Fig. 3.7. The smallest error that can be obtained is 7.2 percent. 

The optimal temperatures should be chosen as Si = 105 °C and S2 = 150 °C. The optimal 

allocations are p\ = 120/200 and p2 = 80/200. 

On comparing Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, it can be seen that when the lower test stress level is 

below 100°C, the estimation error using the method of Section 3.7.2 is much bigger than 

the estimation error using the method of Section 3.7.1. The reason for this is that there is 

not much degradation in the test time allowed when the test is conducted at a very low 

stress level. Obtaining the model parameters using the method of Section 3.7.2 involves 

much extrapolation to get the failure time for each unit when the lower test stress level is 

below 100°C. On the other hand, the method of Section 3.7.1 finds the model parameters 

by fitting all the data to the degradation model without doing much extrapolation. 

For most cases encountered in the literature [II, 15], log transformation on test unit's 

degradation value, or on time, or on both the degradation values and time, results in a 

linear degradation path model. The estimation method described in Section 3.7.2 is often 

used. Comparing Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 shows that the nonlinear mixed effects model and 

parameter estimation approach is better and should be used. 
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Fig. 3.5- Estimation error of the mean life when the chosen test stress levels 

are 90 °C and 150 °C. The .r-axis represents the proportion of 

units allocated to 150°C. The >'-axis represents the estimation error. 
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Fig. 3.6- Estimation error of the mean life with the higher test stress level is 

chosen to be 150°C and the lower test stress level given by different 

temperatures in .r-axis. The optimal allocations of the number of test 

units from Table 3.1 are used. The estimation method is given in 

Section 3.7.1. Thex-axis represents the lower test stress. They-

axis represents the estimation error. 
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Fig. 3.7- Estimation error of the mean life with the higher test stress level is 

chosen to be 150°C and the lower test stress level given by different 

temperatures in x-axis. The optimal allocations of the number of test 

units from Table 3.1 are used. The estimation method is given in 

Section 3.7.2. The x-axis represents the lower test stress. The>'-

axis represents the estimation error. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXAMPLE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

LED has applications in optical fiber transmission systems and consumer electronic 

systems. Obtaining its reliability information relies on observing the performance 

characteristic change over time. The key performance factor is its output power 

degrading slowly over time [16, 42-44]. The life of an LED is technically defined as the 

time when its output power drops to a critical value D from the initial value. The critical 

value D is typically chosen to be 1 dB. 

The output power, P, can be expressed as an exponential function of operating time, t ,  

as follows: 

P = PoCxpi-0t), (4.1) 

where 

P = output power of LED at time t,  

Po = initial output power of LED, 

and 

9 = degradation rate of LED. 

Previous experiments [42, pp. 279-281] for an LED product show that the degradation 

rate 0 is about 5.06 x 10 hour"' at 200°C, and is about 1.30 x 10 hour"' at 170°C. 

The standard deviation of 0is about 2.51 x 10 hour"' at 200°C, and is about 5.67 x 10"^ 
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hour ' at 170°C. Assume 0is lognormally distributed. The log standard deviation is found 

to be 0.443. The use temperature is 30°C, and the degradation rate, 9, depends on 

temperature according to the Arrenius law. 

Depending upon the applications of the LED, different packages are used. Most of the 

components in optical fiber communication systems are sealed hermetically. On the other 

hand, most of the LEDs used in consumer electronics are moduled in plastics. LEDs can 

operate over a wider temperature range than some other pn-j unction optoelectronic 

devices, such as the laser diode. The testing condition for LEDs can be set at a relatively 

high temperature. In this example, the higher stress level is chosen to be 200°C. 

4.2 COST ANALYSIS 

To get an optimal test plan for a similar LED product, we conduct a cost analysis first. 

The total test cost, C(d) is 

2 
C(d) = Co /m + Ci ^ /I + ^ (C2 - C3i) n Pi + C4. (4.2) 

x=I 

Cost of each item is C% = $55,000, Co = $9, Ci = $8, C2 = S46, C3i = SO, and C4 = $6,800 

[45]. The optimization planning problem now becomes: 

minimizing the mean square error of , 

subject to C(d) = 9/m + ^ k n  +  A 6 n  + 6,800 < 55,000. (4.3) 

With the simple structure of Eq. (4.3) and the integer restriction on some variables of 

d, the feasible combinations of tm, k, and n can be obtained by preparing a table, such as 

Table 4.1.. 
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The test time tm is chosen to be 3,600 hr, 4,000 hr or 4,400 hr. The number of units to 

be tested is 70 to 100. The measurement times are larger than 8 times and smaller than 15 

times. Table 4.1 gives the combinations of tm, k, and n whose total cost is less than Cs. 

Table 4.1- Combinations of/m, K and n whose total cost is less than Cs 

tm,  hr k n Cs.S 
1 3,600 14 100 55,000 
2 3,600 15 95 54,970 

3 4,000 9 100 54,600 
4 4,000 10 96 54,896 
5 4,000 11 91 54,994 
6 4,000 12 85 54,870 
7 4,000 13 81 54,950 
8 4,000 14 77 54,966 
9 4,000 15 73 54,918 

10 4,400 8 78 54,980 
11 4,400 9 72 54,896 
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4.3 FIND THE OPTIMAL ALLOCATIONS OF TEST UNITS TO 

CHOSEN STRESS LEVELS 

For the degradation path of LED given by 

P = PQQxp(-6t), (4.4) 

the failure level is defined as the output power drop of a critical value of D = 1 dB from 

the initial value, or 

= IdB. (4.5) 
P 

Equivalently, 

101og,o(^)=l, (4.6) 

or 

£>=— = 0.794328. (4.7) 
P 'o 

The life of an LED is then the time when its power drops to 0.794328 Pq. 

Substituting Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.4) yields 

D = exp(-0/). (4.8) 

Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (4.8), yields 

loge(D) = -0/. (4.9) 

Denote the time when P reaches DPq as T, then 

loge(D) = -0T, (4.10) 

or 
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U 

Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (4.11) yields 

loge(T) = loge[-;^ loge(/))], 
t f  

log,(^) 
= log.[—^), 

or 

g{e,D) = loge(T) = 10ge[ log,(l) ]-loge0. (4.12) 

Then, 

^ = _1 
do e '  

Since 6- LN(/y, CT"), [39, p. 339] 

E(G) = exp(/i + 0.5c"), 

and 

Co" = exp(2// + a^) [exp(a^) -1]. (4.13) 

Consequently, 

Kar[loge(T)]=C0- (||(/i))-, 
Ou 

= exp(2// + c^) [exp(c-) -1] [--^ ] % 
E(P) 

= exp(2// + c^) [exp((y^) -1] [-1 / exp(// + 0.5c^)] (4.14) 

or 
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rflr[log(T)]= exp(a-) -1. (4.15) 

Since at Stress Level 1 is the same as that at Stress Level 2. From Eq. (4.15), it may be 

see that the variance of log(T) at Stress Level 1 is the same as the variance at Stress Level 

2. 

Substituting Eq. (3.22) into Eq. (4.12) yields 

lo&(T) = loge[ log,(^) ] - logc^O + EA/(KT*), 

or 

loge(T) - log«[ log,(^) ] = - loge^O + EA/(KT*). 

Denote 

g (T) = loge(T) - loge[ log,(^) ], (4.16) 

a = -  loge^o, b = Ea, and .r = 1/(KT*). 

Then, we get a linear relationship between | (T) and x,  or 

g(T)=a+^.r. (4.17) 

From Eq. (4.16), we can see that the variance of g (T) at xj is the same as the variance of 

g (T) at xi, or 

Let Pi be the proportion of the test units put into Stress Level 1 and p2 into Stress 

Level 2. The times-to-failure for the npi units at Stress Level I are Tii,Ti2, andTunpi. 

The times-to-failure for the np: units at Stress Level 2 are T21. T22 andT2,np2. Fit a line 
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to (.ri, g(Tii)), (X|, g(Ti2)), . . . (Xl ,  i(Ti,npl)), (xz,  g(T2l)), (X2, g(T22)), ...Cr2, g(T2,np2)) 

using the least squares method. This is to minimize 

2 np, 

<=i /•= 

Differentiating Q with respect to a and b yields 

^=-2 zztie;)-''-*-'.!-

and 

rl i l  -
^=-2 K- H-19) 

Equate Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) to zero, and use a, b to denote the values of a,  b,  which 

minimize Q. Then, 

2 np, 

-2 £i[|(7;y)-a-iA:,]-0, (4.20) 
1=1 i=\ 

and 

2 np, 

-2iI[g(7;,)-i-fe,K=0. (4.21) 
1=1 M 

Equivalently, 

2 np, 2 np, 2 np, 

and 

/=i /=i 1=1 /=! 1=1 y=i 

2 np, 2 np, 2 np, 

1=1 /•=! 1=1 /=l 1=1 j=\ 
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Writing Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) in matrix form, yields 

Since 

2 np, 2 np. 

III II-. 
1 = 1 y=i /«! y«i 

2 np, 2 np, 

II-', II-v 
/=i j=\  ,=i /=i 

1 1 ... 1 1 1 ... 1 

.r, .V, ... .r, .r, .r, ... x. 

1 1 ... 1 1 1 ... 1 

.r, .r, ... X, .r, x, ... x. 

denoting 

X^ = 

2 np, 

IIkt;) 
1=1 y=i 

2 np, 

<=1 /=! 

1 X, 

1 -r, 

1 X, 

1 x, 

1 -r. 

1 X, 

giT, ,)  

giT, , )  

giT. . , )  

#(^22) 

g(T.„^i)  

•> np, 2 np, 

ill II-. 
/=i y=i 
2 np, 

1=1 M 
2 np, 

II-, Ilv 1=1 y=i 1=1 y=i 

2 np, 

II«(7;,) 
/=! y=i 
2 wp, 

1=1 /=i 

1 1 ... 1 1 1 ... 1 

X, X, ... X, X, X, ... X. 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 
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g(T) = 

i iTu) 

g(TrJ 

giTi„pi)  

giTn) 

giT.„p.)  

and 

a = 

Eq. (4.24) becomes 

X^Xa = X^g(T).  

Then, 

a = (X^X)-'X^g(T). 

The variance-covariance matrix of a is 

Kar(a) = (X^X )"' X"" (^ar[g(T)] [(X^X )"' \Y, 

= (X'^X )•' x"^ (ag^ I) [(X^X )•' X^Y, 

= CTg- (X^X )•' X^ I [(X'^X )•' X^]\ 

= ag-(X'^X )•' X'^X [(X'^X )-Y, 

= ag-[(X^X)Y, 

or 

Far(a) = ag'(X^X)-'. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

Substituting Eq. (4.25) into Eq. (4.28) yields 
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2 np, 2 np, ^ 

IZ' ZI-. 
/si y«! t=i y=i 

2 rtp, 2 ' 

ZI-, zsv ,=1 y=I 1 = 1 y = I 

np^+np^ np^x^+np^x^ 

np^x^ +np^x^ np^x^'  +np^x, '  

or 

Kar(a) = ag-y 
A 

where 

A =/i [ np^x^'  +np^x^'  ] -[np^x^ +np2X2][np^x^ +HP2X2],  

= / !" [  p^x^'  + p.x^ '  ]-n '[PiX\+ 

=  n - [ p i  -Vi" +  P 2 X Z ' - P \ ~  X i ^  - P 2 ^  X 2 ' - 2 p i p 2 X i X 2 ] ,  

= n-[p\i l -p\)x\-  + P2il-P2)x2'-2Pi P2.ri .r2],  

=  " ' P i  P 2  [  X i ^  +  X 2 - I  .ri.ri], 

or 

A =n-p\p2[x\ - .r2]". 

From Eq. (4.17), g at the use stress level is 

g(.Vu)= d + bx^.  (4.30) 

The variance of g (j:u) at the use stress level is 

V a r {  g(jCu)] =  Kar(a) +  JCu^ V a r { b )  +  2 x u  C o v { d , b ) .  (4.31) 

Since 

Varia)  = Cg* 

np^x^' + np^x^' - («p,.v, + np^x^) 

-(/;p,.r,+n/7,X3) n 
(4.29) 
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Kflr(a) = 
Var{a) Co'v{a,b)  

Cov{d,b)  Var{b) 

then 

- x,)-

Var{b) = <s^ — 

and 

/iPiPjCr,-.r,)- np^p,{x^-X:,y 

9 . ^ 2  P^x^ + p.x.  
• ̂  -V(J Qg , y 

/jp,/7,(X, -X.)-

(4.32) 

= a/-M!ltPA_, (4.33) 

"'APjUi --t.)" 

= o/ J (4.34) 

/ '  L\  2 np^x^+np^x^ Cov{a,b)  = -Cg^ ,  '  '  ,  ,  
n-/7,/7,(.r, - x,)-

(4.35) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.33) to (4.35) into Eq. (4.31) yields 

2 2 
r/^_r ji/w \i — _ 2 PiX\ P2X2 , „ 2 _ 2 I vary g(-Vu)J CTg , +Xu CTg 

or 

Va,i g(.c„)] = A.V+P,A:,'-2x.(p,Ar,̂ p,;r,)̂ Ar/ 

"PxPi^x^ -x .y  
(4.36) 
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Substituting 

P 2 = \ - P \ ,  (4.37) 

into Eq. (4.36), yields 

Var[ 8 t a ) l  =  - 2 x . [ p , . , 3 ^ ^  

Differentiating Eq. (4.38) with respect to pi, yields 

d yar[g{xj]^ V ££ 2x,x^ 

d p ,  ~  n  (l-p,)-(.r,-.r,)- p,'(.r,-.v,)" (I-p,)'(jr,-x,)' 

, ). (4.39) 
/7,-(.r, -X,)- /?,-(!-p,)-(.r, - .r,)-

Equating Eq. (4.39) to 0, yields 

JC,- .r," 2X,.Y„ 2X,X„ 
- + -

(1-/?,)'(.r,-.r,)' /7,'(x,-.X,)' (l-p,)'(x,-.r,)' p,'(.v,-.v,)' 

{\-2p,)x;  

Px' i^-P\) ' ix ,  -x ,y  

or 

.r," -r,- 2x,.r„ ^ 2x.x„ ^ (l-2p,)x„-

O-Pi)' Pi" 0-Pi)' Pi' Pi'(l-Pi)" 

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.40) by p,"(l - p,)', yields 

Pi' '^i' -0 - P,)" ̂ 2' - 2 Pi'  + 2 (1 - p,)" = (1 - 2p, )x„\ 

or 

p,* j:,*-(l-2pi+p,-)x3*-2p,"x,x„+2(l-2pi+p,")x2x„= (l-2p,).x/, 



/>," (.r, --2 x, ,r„+•) - p, - - - (1-2/? 1 +/7,")( X, - - 2 X3X„ + jr„ 

(1-2/7i+/7,")X„- = x^--2p\x^ 

Equation (4.41) can be rewritten as 

P\\x^-xJ'-p, \xJ '-{\-2p\+p^'){x^-xJ-  + {\- lpx+p^-)  

= x^ '- lpxxj ' .  

Since 

-Px'  x , '+{\-2p\+p^-)xJ^= xJ[-p^-+{\- lp\+p,-) \ ,  

or 

-PI" (l-2pi+p,' ) x j =  x j i \ - 2 p \ ) ,  

substituting Eq. (4.43) into Eq. (4.42) yields 

Pi' (-^r (1 -2 Pi+P, •)(-Y, - .r„ )^ = 0, 

or 

Pi'(-^r-^»)^ = (l-2pi+P,")(-V2-J^J^ • 

Taking the square root of both sides of Eq. (4.44) yields 

Pi(-^i-J^u) = (l-PiXJf2--^J-

or 

Consequently, 
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P x =  - " , (4.45) 
jc, + X, -2.t„ 

and 

P 2 =  I -Pi. 

or 

P2= • (4.46) 
+ -^2 -2-r„ 

The optimal allocations pi and pi can be obtained using Eqs. (4.45) and (4.46). At use 

temperature T = 30 °C, the transformed stress is given by 

x,= l/(KT»), 

= l/(8.617xlO"^x(273+30)), 

or 

.r, = 38.300. 

At temperature T = 200 "C, the transformed stress is given by 

.r2=l/(KT*), 

= 1/(8.617xl0''x(273+200)), 

or 

X2 = 24.535. 

At temperature T = 190°C, the transformed stress is given by 

X, = 1/(KT*), 

= 1/(8.617xl0-^x(273+190)), 

or 

x, =25.065. 
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The optimal allocations ofpi andpi can be found as 

P \ =  '  
-r, + .r, -2.r„ 

^ 24.535-38.300 

25.065+24.535-2x38.300' 

or 

p\ = 0.510, 

and 

P i = \ - P \ .  

= 1-0.510, 

or 

Pi = 0.490. 

The transformed stress .ri for temperature 70 °C -190°C is obtained and listed in Column 

2 of Table 4.2. Corresponding optimal allocations p\ and p2 to the two stress levels .ri and 

xi are listed in the third and fourth columns of Table 4.2. When w = 100, the optimal 

allocations, n\ and ni, are obtained and given in the fifth and sixth columns of Table 4.2. 

4.4 CHOOSE A MEASUREMENT PLAN 

Figure 4.1 gives the degradation paths of LEDs at 200 °C and 170 °C. We can see that the 

degradation paths are almost linear in the beginning. Choose the times to measure the 

degradation of each unit at an equally spaced interval. When tm = 4,000 hr and k = 9, the 

times, t, to measure the output power of each unit are 444, 889, 1,333, 1,778, 2,222, 

2,667, 3,111, 3,556 and 4,000 hr. As an example 444 = tm! k = 4,000 /9. 



Table 4.2- Results of optimal allocations of the number of test units to two 

temperatures with one at 200 °C and another one at the different 

temperatures listed in the first column. 

T, °C P i  P 2  n \  'l2 
190 25.065 0.510 0.490 51 49 

180 25.600 0.520 0.480 52 48 
170 26.178 0.532 0.468 53 47 

160 26.782 0.545 0.455 54 46 
150 27.415 0.559 0.441 56 44 
140 28.079 0.574 0.426 57 43 
130 28.776 0.592 0.408 59 41 

120 29.508 0.611 0.389 61 39 
110 30.279 0.632 0.368 63 37 
100 31.090 0.657 0.343 66 34 
90 31.947 0.685 0.315 68 32 
80 32.852 0.717 0.283 72 28 

70 33.810 0.755 0.245 76 24 
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4.5 SIMULATION 

STEP 1-Choose one test plan from the eleven test plans listed in Table 4.1; for example 

choose Plan #3 where  ̂ n,  =  4,000 hr,  A: =  9 and n= 100.  Choose 5/  = 170°C and S2 

= 200°C. The optimal allocations of units are obtained aspi = 0.532, p2 = 0.468, 

and the optimal number of allocated units are obtained as m = 53, = 47 from 

Table 4.2. 

Consider the planning value of 0.  It is 5.06 x 10 hour"' at 200°C and it is 

1.30 X 10 hour"' at 170°C [42, pp. 279-281]. 9 depends on temperature 

according to the Arrenius law. Consequently, 9o is 26,275.02 hour"' and Ea is 

0.82 eV. The degradation rates for other temperatures are obtained and listed in 

the third Column of Table 4.3. 

Generate «/ lognormally distributed 0 with mean 1.30 10 hour"', and /ij 

lognormally distributed 9 with mean 5.06 x 10 hour"'. The log standard 

deviation is 0.443. 

STEP 2-Obtain «/ degradation paths corresponding to the w/ test units put at 170°C and 

/12 degradation paths corresponding to the n 7 test units put at 200°C using P = Pq 

exp(-0O> where Pq is chosen to be 5 mW. 

STEP 3-Generate normally distributed measurement errors with mean 0 and standard 

deviation 0.00 ImW. Add these measurement errors to the degradation data 

in STEP 2, and obtain the simulated observed accelerated degradation data. 

STEP 4-Analyze the simulated accelerated degradation data to obtain model 



0.9 

0.7 1 

0.6 J 

0.5 -
170°C 

0.3 i 

0.2 1 

0.1 ^ 
200°C 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 0 

Fig. 4.1 - Degradation paths of LEDs at 200 °C and 170 "C. 
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Table 4.3- Degradation rate at different temperatures, and estimation 

error from accelerated degradation tests when one stress level 

is chosen to be 200°C and the other stress levels are the 

temperatures in the first column. 

Degradation Estimation 
T, °C T*, °K rate, hour ' error 

170 443 1.30000E-05 0.2343 

160 433 7.92562E-06 0.1674 

150 423 4.72022E-06 0.1266 

140 413 2.74152E-06 0.1016 

130 403 1.54992E-06 0.0900 

120 393 8.51187E-07 0.0715 

110 383 4.5305 lE-07 0.0644 

100 373 2.33122E-07 0.0584 

90 363 1.15644E-07 0.0654 

80 353 5.51329E-08 0.0944 

70 343 2.51733E-08 0.1731 
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parameters. First, perform reparameterization of the degradation model to a 

nonlinear mixed effects model. 

The observed output power of an LED is given by 

P = Pq e\p{-01) + e. (4.50) 

Define a new variable gsuch that 

0=exp(c), (4.51) 

where 0 is lognormally distributed. Consequently, g is normally distributed with 

mean and variance o~, or N(/i; a^). 

Write Eq. (4.50) as 

Pijitij) = Pq exp(-^ tij) + Sij. (4.51') 

Substituting Eq. (4.51) into Eq. (4.51'), yields 

Pijitij) = Pq exp(-exp(g) /,y) + Sij, (4.52) 

for unit i, measurementsy = 1, 2, 

Consider the degradation rate ^ which is related to temperature according to 

the Arrhenius law as follows: 

^ = 6bi exp[-ea/(KT*)]. (4.53) 

Let = exp(Q) and 6bi = exp(Q)i). Write Eq. (4.53) as 

exp(Ci) = exp[(5)j - Ea/(KT*)]. (4.54) 

Equation (4.52) can be written as 

PijiUj) = Pa exp{-exp[Q)i - Ea/(KT*)] } + Sij. (4.55) 
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Writing Q)j =4o + lo» whereto is the mean of Qo. ' = 1,2,...,//. Substituting Q)i 

=4o + foi into Eq. (4.54) yields 

exp(g) = exp[ 4 O + LOI - EA/(KT*)]. (4.56) 

The activation energy, Ea. is considered to be constant from unit to unit. 

The mixed effects model of Eq. (4.55) can be written as 

Pijitij) = Pq exp {-exp[ ̂ 0 + LOI - EA/(KT*)] /,Y}+ Eij, (4.57) 

and the parameter vector as 

?0i 

1 
O

 
|U

J» 
1 

+ 
[EAJ LeaJ 

+ 
0 

(4.58) 

or 

?0i 

J 

o
 i 

EA  0  1  E. 
+ (5„]. (4.59) 

or 

where 

— A /S + B bj bi~N(0, D), (4.60) 

Oi 

A = 

B 

?0: 

lEaj 

1 0 

0 1 

, a two dimensional parameter vector for unit /, 

4o 

Ea 

"f 

0 

, a two dimensional fixed effects parameter vector. 
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bj=[^oi ]' on® dimensional random effect parameter vector, 

and 

D = [a-]. 

The likelihood to be maximized is 

npx n 

z:(P)=n n 
/=l /s/TPj-f-l 

"PI *1 1 ] 

"n f ^ n /r- exp[- — (Pij - Pq exp{-E, tij})-]} /j(^oi) d^oi 
,=l •' j=\ •>J27C<J^ 20"^ 

n f ^ n ~r=— T^" ^"1J 
i=np,+i •' >=i \2za'^ 2(7^ 

m * ' 1 1  -
"Fl f -7=^—exp[-— (Pij-Poexp{-exp[4o + ?o.-EA/ 

1=1 j=i \ 2K O"^ 

/4.^> •' y=> V2;r<T, 2o-; 

Poexp{- exp[4o + loi- ea/(KT:)] d^oi- (4.61) 

Because 

p(^oi)= exp(- ^ loi^), 
V2;rcr 2o-

Equation (4.61) becomes 

"Pi *' I 1 -
UP) = n f ^ n ~r=— ^tt " '^o ^'^p ®*pt 4 0+?oi - ea/ 

, = 1 •' y = l \2K(J^ 2(7^ 

<KT;)]/i,l)^-^exp(-;^f„^^)df<HX li f (fl -f^ 
V2;r<T 2(7- J y=, yj2K<7^ 
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exp[- (Pij - Po exp {- exp[ ̂  o + |oi - Ea/ (K T,* )] r,y})" * ^ 7 V U ' U SU» *-'A' *•> /J •(/!/ J 
2<t: ' - ' V^, K G  

exp(-^|oi')d|oi. (4.62) 
la' 

Denote a = GeA'. Then 

1 . 2 .  V  ,  V  .  
y— exp(- —^ ^oi) = -7=—exp(- ^ot"). (4.63) 

V2;r cr 2cr- v2;rcr^ 2<t; 

Since 

n ~r==— " ''O 10 ^oi • Ea/(K T;' ) tij\)-] 
V2;r<T, 2<t; 

= r®*Pt" ~ ̂ 0 ®*P^0 - Ea/(KT,' )] tij))'], 
(yllKaX^ 2<T; tr 

substituting Eq. (4.63) into Eq. (4.62) yields 

"PI 1 1 -

UP) = n f —7^= r ®*Pt" ̂  ~ ^0 ^'^P < '^^Pf 4 0 + loi -
if J {yJlTraj''- 2a; tt 

EA/(KT;)1 («))'] -;=^exp(- ^ fio')dfoi X n f A-' .. 
y/lTca^ 2a; J {yl27ra^r 

I '• 
exp[- —r y (Pij - Po exp {- exp[ 4 o + Co; - Ea/(K T' )] //,} )^] 

2a; tr 

V . y- ^ 2. 
exp(- —^ ^oi ) d|ot. 

V^<T^ 2a 

or 

"Px \r 1 JSl _ 

L{P) = n f , nr- xic.i ^ S ~ ^0 exp{-exp[§o + ?o.-
,=i •' ( y j2Ka^)  '  l a^  i=i 



J31 puB 0 SB SB !q puB 'j^[vg = g/ JO S9JBUIUS3 qjm sqj 

sjousQ ,||(/r ''<!>)/- '<f II sziuiiuiui oi si dsjs isjij sqj bg sziuiixbui oi 

'x?7 I CoilZM f 
( Z . 9 ' t ' )  - ' q P ^ ^ I K ^ ^ ' ^ O ) I I ) - ] d x 9 —  J  I I  J J = 0 ^ 7  

I A Idu z 

SB u3uuav sq UBD UOlJBPbg 

o' 
{•''/[( :i)i)/ '3 - + "^Jdxa-ldxa °/ "d 

• «. 

{ " / [ ( ' 3  -  +  ° | ] d x 3 - } d x 3  ° /  "d 

{"/[(.'i;/)/ '3 - + "^Jdxa-ldxs ."d. 

3JOU3Q 

i 9 9 f )  

•'°M^'°5^A + j({ -^[('i:»)Aa-"'^ + °|]dx3-}dx3 0j-f!j) [J ) 
-1 

^£>7 I C-O^Zf^) f 
^ -]dx3 ' — J LI X •^Mz%A + j( V'j [(.'l :}1)A3 

I Am 
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«ii 

^22 
... J 

^k,k, 
V  

where 

a y  =  - P o  e x p { - e x p [ 4 o ' " "  +  Ea'"V(K7;')] /,y} 

xexp[^o'"' + W'"-Er'/(Kr;)l Uj. 

and 

'p  

0  
9 

6,, b 13 

22 

^*,1 ^ 

0 0 

where 

6j, = - P„ exp|-exp[lo'"' + EA""''(Kr;)l I,)l 

X exp[4o^"' )1 h 

and 

6 j2  =  Po  exp{-exp[^o^^* + ̂ oi - Ea^^*/(K. 7", )] /,>•} 

X exp[^o^"'^ + Ea'^VCKT, )] Uj /(KT, ). 
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Perform a QR decomposition of , then. 

= (2i 
0 

where 0, is of dimension (^j + I)x(A:i + 1), and Ri is a scalar. 

The first order Taylor series expansion of the function/ x,) at ^ and 

lOv)  .  
Oj IS 

Therefore, 

A 

0 
'ilp, 

= 11 a , -c ,P-RM t+\ \ e , -d ;P \ t  (4.69) 

where 

'p"',4 
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= W diT-

Then, 

s =z (1.70) 
(=1 1=1 

Perform a QR decomposition 

Then, Eq. (4.70) can be written as 

lal /=I 

+ l|enn--WanyS|P+lknn-|l', (4.71) 

where 

Consequently, 

P =^an"'enn, (4-72) 

and 

b i  = R{\a\ - C \ P ) ,  

are the values that minimize J] II y« -/xi) iP • The (h'+ 1 )th estimates of /S 
/=i 
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and b \  can be obtained using Eq. (4.72). 

The second step is to maximize the likelihood based on the estimates of and 

bi in the first step. The likelihood of Eq. (4.67) can be written as 

2 IV/ 1 

i<y)=n n 
1 

exp{--^[ 
/=i 1=1 

where 

Since 

Vi (^r')''^<"'' 1= 1 
T 

ll' V V 

=  y l l iZ ' r ' fZ j ' - '+V ' l ,  

Eq. (4.73) can be written as 

2 HPt 

i(y)=n n V 
1 1 

/=! 1=1 

1 
exp{-:^[||yi-;?r4lP]}-

2cr: 

Therefore, the log likelihood is 

/(y) = log[i(y)], 

=y iog{V—=J ^ } 
^ 7|(Z,!"•')'• Z/'-'+F-1 

(4.73) 

(4.74) 
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or 

+ 1; 
^ 2cr; 

/(y) = - ̂  A' log( Ina^-)+ J log {V - ^ 
2 ' (Z;''')''Z,f""+F-

'-{||enn-^a,^P+lknn-|P}. (4.75) 
20-, 

Consequently, 

P ~ ̂ an ^nn, 

and 

(T; = ||enn-||'/M 

maximize Eq. (4.75). 

Eq. (4.75) then can be written as 

/(y) = - i A/" [log( iTt) + logdl enn- ||"/A0 

i o g { v ,  ^ ,  / , ,  ,  }  4  

^ [log( 2;r) + log(|| ^nn- iP/AO - -j ̂  

y iog{v , }. 

or 

/(y)=.i A/[log(2;r) -logA^+l) -A^log(l|e„„|p) 
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+y log{V , }. (4.76) 
if Vi(zr 'rzr '+K- |  

The derivative of /(y) is 

n 7(") 
l ' (y)  = y lJ—t . (4.77) 

The second derivative of /(y) is 

If 7(i ')\r 7(»)r/7(»)\r 7(11) i 
/"(y) = - y ' ^ —i i. (4.78) 

The (wH-1 )th V is then 

Y(>V+I) _ yCw) j_ 
' /" • 

The above steps alternate until the estimates converge. The model parameters 

are obtained to be /3 = [10.176192 0.832648]^ V = 0.002037, a, = 0.000918, 

and a= 0.450663, using the Splus program given in Appendix B. 

STEP 5-Conduct simulation to get the mean life at the use stress level. 

5.1 -Generate Nm =10,000 normally distributed ^oi with mean 0 and standard 

deviation 0.450663. 

5.2-Determine the corresponding simulated degradation paths at the use stress 

level. 

5.3-Obtain the failure times r,, •••, corresponding to the Nm simulated 

degradation paths in Step 5.2 by solving 

D = exp{-exp[^o  +  lo ,  -  Ea/(KTJ )] tj } = 0.794328, 
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where the value of |oi, i = 1, 2,Nm, is obtained in Step 5.1. 

5.4-Calculate the test units' mean life 

Zo 
m= = 419,528,664 hr. 

m 

STEP 6-Use the planning values for model parameters to get the true mean life. The 

mean of G is 6.52118 x 10''°hour"'at 30°C. The log standard deviation is 0.443. 

Generate 10,000 simulated degradation paths at the use stress level. Determine the 

failure times corresponding to these simulated degradation paths. The true mean 

life Wo is found to be 356,927,775 hr. 

STEP 7-Calculate the square error from 

{ m -  m o f  =  ( 4 1 9 , 5 2 8 , 6 6 4  -  3 5 6 , 9 2 7 , 7 7 5 ) ^  =  3 . 9 1 8 8 7 E + 1 5 .  

STEP 8- Repeat STEPs 1 through 5 1,000 times. The estimates of the mean lives are 

404,483,354, 338,953,710, 343,880,908, 317,494,949, 271,487,450, 329,337,998, 

308,127,011, 354,390,133, 429,361,651, 463,315,239 Calculate the mean 

square error (MSE) of the estimates of the mean life. The estimation error is 

obtained by taking the square root of MSE and dividing it by mo. The estimation 

error of m is found to be 23.43 percent. 

STEP 9-Change the lower stress level to Si= 160°C. From Table 4.2, the corresponding 

optimal allocations p\ and pi are 0.545 and 0.455, respectively. Repeat STEPs 1 

through 8, and obtain the estimation error as 16.74 percent. 

Vary the lower stress level Si and repeat STEPs 1 through 8. The estimation 

errors are obtained and listed in the fourth column of Table 4.3. Compare the 
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results for different Si. The optimal lower stress level is chosen to be Si = 100°C, 

which yields the smallest error on the estimated mean life. 

Splus stores data which include large matrixes and arrays in the random access 

memory (RAM). The RAM is the physical memory built into the computer and 

accessible from the central processing unit (CPU) during processing. Problems 

arise when we do a large number of simulations. After a large number of 

simulations, the program needs more memory than is physically available. Some 

of the data stored in RAM is swapped to a hard disk, freeing physical memory for 

further processing. This portion of the hard disk which is used to support swap 

operations is called virtual memory. 

Operations involving hard disks are significantly slower than operations in 

RAM, and each swap involves disk input/output (10). Disk activity happens when 

Splus does the following: (1) reading and writing data sets, (2) reading and 

writing temporary files, (3) swapping space when memory usage exceeds RAM. 

Writing into disks is typically about 1,000 times slower than writing into physical 

memory. Using a virtual memory causes a significant time penalty when memory 

use exceeds the physical memory. Installing a computer or workstation with as 

much RAM as we can afford helps avoid the time penalty for swapping and 

makes the calculations more efficient. However, there is a limit of this expansion. 

As the number of simulations is large and the data sets within the simulation 

process are large, problems still exist. Different methods of doing a loop use 
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significantly different amounts of memory. Using a "For" function or a "lapply" 

function for a loop can free the memory by writing the data into the hard disk at 

the end of the loop. This strategy helps to prevent memory requirements from 

growing. On the other hand, trying to do everything using the "For" function or 

the "lapply" function requires saving huge data, thus time penalty still exists. A 

combination use of "for" and "For" functions can be more efficient than using just 

either one in simulations. This helps to have a computationally efficient program 

which uses all the available physical memory and prevents memory requirements 

fi-om growing. 

STEP 10- Choose another test plan. Repeat STEPs 1-9. The results for these plans are 

given in Table 4.4. Plan #4 yields the most accurate estimation of the mean life at 

the use level stress when we choose 5/ = 100°C, S2 = 200°C, «/ = 63, and n2= 33. 

Other plans give higher estimation errors. Consequently, the test plan tm = 4,000 

hr, A: = 10, n = 96, Si = 100°C. S2 = 200°C, n/ = 63, 112= 33 is the optimal test plan 

which yields the most accurate result among the eleven feasible plans. 

STEP 11- Vary the planning values of the degradation rate 9,dX 170°C, degradation rate 

0: at 200°C, and the log standard deviation to conduct simulations. 

Vary the log standard deviation planning values by 20% and conduct 

simulations. When the log standard deviation is 0.443x1.2 = 0.5315, the 

corresponding results are given in Table 4.5 and the best accuracy is 6.64 percent. 

When the log standard deviation is 0.443^0.8 = 0.3544, the corresponding results 

are given in Table 4.6 and the best accuracy is 4.54 percent. When the log 
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standard deviation is bigger, the accuracy of estimation is lower. When the log 

standard deviation is smaller, the accuracy of estimation is higher. However, the 

optimal test plan remains the same, which is = 4,000 hr, ^ = 10, /i = 96, Si = 

100°C 5. = 200°C, n, = 63. n2= 33. 

Vary 0: by 20% and conduct simulations. When 6;= 5.06xl0'^xl.2 = 6.07x10" 

^ hour ', the corresponding results are given in Table 4.7, the optimal lower stress 

level is 110°C, the best accuracy is 6.37 percent and the optimal test plan is = 

4,000 hr. /t = 10. // = 96, S, = 110°C. S2 = 200^0, m = 6\. n2= 35. When 0: = 

5.06X 10^ xo.8 = 4.05X 10"^ hour ', the corresponding results are given in Table 4.8, 

the optimal lower stress level is 90°C. the best accuracy is 4.64 percent and the 

optimal test plan is tm = 4,000 hr, ^ = 10. /i = 96, S/ = 90°C, S2 = 200°C, «/ =66. 

n2 = 30. 

Vary0, by 20% and conduct simulations. When 0,= 1.3xlO"^xi.2 = 1.56x10'^ 

hour ', the corresponding results are given in Tables 4.9, the optimal lower stress 

level is 90°C, the best accuracy is 4.78 percent and the optimal test plan is = 

4,000 hr. A: = 10, « = 96, S, = 90°C. 5. = 200°C, n, = 66, = 30. When 0, = 

1.3x10^x0.8 = 1.04x10"^ hour"', the corresponding results are given in Tables 

4.10, the optimal lower stress level is 110°C, the best accuracy is 6.46 percent and 

the optimal test plan is tm = 4,000 hr, A: = 10, /i = 96, 5/ = 1 lO^C, S2 = 200°C, «/ = 

61 ,  «7=35 .  
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STEP 12-Change the measurement error to 0.01 mW and conduct simulations. The 

corresponding results are given in Table 4.11. As may be seen in Table 4.11, the 

accuracy of estimation is much smaller than the case with a measurement error of 

0.00 ImW, and the best accuracy is 10.51 percent. The optimal lower stress level 

is 130°C. The optimal test plan is tm = 4,000 hi, k = \0, n = 96, Si - 130°C, Sy = 

200°C, n, = 57, n, = 39. 

When the measurement error is 0.0001 mW, the corresponding results are 

given in Table 4.12. The accuracy of the estimation is higher than the case with 

measurement error of 0.001 mW. The best accuracy is 3.97 percent. The optimal 

lower test stress level is 70°C. The optimal test plan is = 4,000 hr, A: = 10, n = 

96, S, = 70°C. S: = 200°C, n, = 72, /i, = 24. 

STEP 13-Conduct simulations using a cost budget of $40,000. Assume we have 55 test 

units available and the test time we want is 3,000 hr. From the cost model of Eq. 

(4.2), we can find that the number of measurements is 7 by substituting tm as 

3,000 and n as 55 into 

C (d) =  9rn, +  % k n  +  A 6 n  + 6,800 < 40,000 

and soling it. The simulation results are given in the third column of Table 4.13. 

The best accuracy is 8.65 percent. The optimal lower test stress level is 100°C. 

The optimal test plan is tm = 3,000 hr, /r = 7, « = 55, Si = 100°C, S2 = 200''C, ni = 

36, «,= 19. 

Conduct simulations using a cost budget of $70,000. Assume we have 120 

test units available and the test time we want is 5,000 hr. From the cost model of 
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Eq. (4.2), we can find that the number of measurements is 13 by substituting /ni 3S 

5,000 and /i as 120 into 

C (d) =  9 / m  +  8 A : / i  +  4 6 / i +  6 , 8 0 0  <  7 0 , 0 0 0  

and soling it. The simulation results are given in the fourth Column of Table 4.13. 

The best accuracy is 5.01 percent. The optimal lower test stress level is 100°C. 

The optimal test plan is tm = 5,000 hr, k= 13, n = 120, 5/ = 100°C, S2 = 200°C, /// 

= 79, «2 = 41. 

Simulation studies show that the optimal plan is insensitive to the value of the log 

standard deviation of 9 .A twenty percent change of the log standard deviation has no 

effect on the choice of the optimal test plan. As the planning value of the degradation rate 

changes, the optimal plan changes. 

The measurement error has a big effect on the choice of the test plans. If the 

measurement error is 0.0001 mW, the accuracy of the estimation is improved. The 

accuracy can be further improved if we choose the lower test stress level to be 70°C. If 

the measurement error is 0.01 mW, from Table 4.11 the accuracy of the estimation is 

sacrificed. The optimal lower test stress level should be 130°C, which yields the smallest 

error on the estimated mean life. 

The cost budget influences the accuracy of the mean life estimation. A bigger cost 

budget allows us to get a more accurate estimate of the mean life. A smaller cost budget 

lets us get a less accurate estimate of the mean life. From Table 4.13, we can see that 

more test resources may not yield the best result if we do not have the best test plan. A 
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test plan of choosing the lower stress level to be 120°C at a cost of $70,000 results in a 

less accurate estimate of the mean life than the optimal test plan at a cost of $55,000. 



Table 4.4-Estimation enx)r for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, the low tempe 

-ratures are 170°C to 70"C. The planning values are 0i = 0.000013 hour ', 02 = 0.0000506 hour"', 

and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 0.001 mW. 

170°C 160''C 150"C 140°C 130"C 120"C llO^C 100"C 90"C 80"C 70°C 

1 0.2362 0.1697 0.1301 0.1033 0.0902 0.0722 0.0651 0.0587 0.0661 0.0953 0.1745 

2 0.2436 0.1755 0.1319 0.1045 0.0910 0.0734 0.0659 0.05% 0.0667 0.0960 0.1786 

3 0.2343 0.1674 0.1266 0.1016 0.0900 0.0715 0.0644 0.0584 0.0654 0.0944 0.1731 

4 0.2259 0.1532 0.1233 0.1003 0.0837 0.0696 0.0614 0.0582 0.0642 0.0918 0.1700 

5 0.2558 0.1767 0.1335 0.1099 0.0946 0.0749 0.0619 0.0599 0.0678 0.0980 0.1799 

6 0.2331 0.1598 0.1233 0.1011 0.0857 0.0697 0.0602 0.0583 0.0646 0.0933 0.1718 

7 0.2563 0.1779 0.1377 0.1106 0.0981 0.0780 0.0665 0.0601 0.0679 0.0978 0.1826 

8 0.2781 0.1935 0.1420 0.1165 0.1029 0.0839 0.0710 0.0659 0.0703 0.1067 0.2001 

9 0.2699 0.1819 0.1391 0.1154 0.1002 0.0823 0.0688 0.0622 0.0685 0.1004 0.1850 

10 0.2612 0.1808 0.1439 0.1119 0.0950 0.0756 0.0646 0.0642 0.0729 0.1050 0.2089 

11 0.2624 0.1813 0.1511 0.1244 0.1081 0.0845 0.0705 0.0646 0.0761 0.1087 0.2137 



Table 4.5-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, and the low tempe 
-ratures are 170"C to 70"C. The planning values are 0] = 0.000013 hour ', 02 = 0.0000506 hour ', 

and log standard deviation = 0.5315. The measurement error is 0.00ImW. 

170°C 160"C 150"C 140"C 130"C 120"C 110"C 100"C 90"C 80"C 70"C 

1 0.2811 0.1973 0.1552 0.1240 0.1019 0.0864 0.0743 0.0694 0.0739 0.0972 0.1794 

2 0.2773 0.1985 0.1593 0.1262 0.1028 0.0878 0.0764 0.0700 0.0744 0.0996 0.1840 

3 0.2779 0.1972 0.1517 0.1225 0.1013 0.0825 0.0732 0.0693 0.0738 0.0957 0.1758 

4 0.2829 0.1957 0.1408 0.1195 0.0971 0.0800 0.0749 0.0664 0.0722 0.0934 0.1720 

5 0.2951 0.2033 0.1600 0.1308 0.1075 0.0922 0.0813 0.0723 0.0753 0.1047 0.1843 

6 0.3087 0.1966 0.1497 0.1211 0.1009 0.0825 0.0726 0.0692 0.0736 0.0954 0.1722 

7 0.3247 0.2183 0.1677 0.1313 0.1113 0.0970 0.0815 0.0736 0.0762 0.1016 0.1850 

8 0.3412 0.2384 0.1855 0.1384 0.1189 0.1004 0.0843 0.0809 0.0804 0.1069 0.2007 

9 0.3520 0.2303 0.1810 0.1356 0.1135 0.0976 0.0824 0.0743 0.0786 0.1027 0.1949 

10 0.3089 0.2180 0.1699 0.1234 0.1078 0.0905 0.0823 0.0748 0.0815 0.1151 0.2092 

11 0.3433 0.2424 0.1846 0.1424 0.1119 0.0960 0.0846 0.0766 0.0827 0.1160 0.2193 



Table 4.6-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200''C, and the low tempe 
-ratures are 170°C to 70°C. The planning values are 0| = 0.000013 hour ', 02 = 0.0000506 hour"', 

and log standard deviation = 0.3544. The measurement error is 0.00ImW. 

170"C 160"C 150°C 140"C no^'c 120"C 110°C 100"C 90"C 80"C 70°C 

1 0.1904 0.1323 0.1043 0.0830 0.0697 0.0567 0.0511 0.0497 0.0592 0.0924 0.1729 

2 0.1906 0.1448 0.1062 0.0854 0.0729 0.0573 0.0512 0.0500 0.0598 0.0945 0.1736 

3 0.1890 0.1292 0.1029 0.0817 0.0677 0.0548 0.0478 0.0482 0.0580 0.0903 0.1722 

4 0.1809 0.1322 0.0973 0.0799 0.0632 0.0500 0.0463 0.0454 0.0567 0.0864 0.1694 

5 0.2019 0.1458 0.1140 0.0860 0.0738 0.0583 0.0519 0.0502 0.0604 0.0948 0.1793 

6 0.1881 0.1286 0.0983 0.0812 0.0638 0.0545 0.0471 0.0476 0.0575 0.0880 0.1709 

7 0.2029 0.1503 0.1170 0.0871 0.0745 0.0588 0.0521 0.0512 0.0609 0.0962 0.1809 

8 0.2128 0.1567 0.1184 0.0947 0.0771 0.0652 0.0587 0.0540 0.0629 0.1001 0.1867 

9 0.2032 0.1539 0.1175 0.0917 0.0750 0.0627 0.0585 0.0512 0.0623 0.0962 0.1829 

10 0.2155 0.1506 0.1154 0.0898 0.0769 0.0624 0.0549 0.0539 0.0668 0.1046 0.2010 

11 0.2358 0.1553 0.1155 0.0933 0.0790 0.0632 0.0573 0.0553 0.0694 0.1070 0.2111 



Table 4.7-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200°C, and the low 
temperturertures are 170°C to 80"C. The planning values are 0| = 0.000013 hour"', 02 = 

0.0000607 hour-1, and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 0.001 mW. 

170"C 160"C 150°C 140°C 130"C 120°C 110"C 100°C 90°C 80°C 

1 0.2386 0.1665 0.1295 0.1027 0.0887 0.0722 0.0653 0.0706 0.1002 0.1809 

2 0.2438 0.1674 0.1332 0.1044 0.0900 0.0727 0.0670 0.0715 0.1003 0.1838 

3 0.2360 0.1635 0.1276 0.1011 0.0867 0.0720 0.0653 0.0690 0.0996 0.1800 

4 0.2247 0.1629 0.1244 0.0985 0.0813 0.0707 0.0637 0.0658 0.0953 0.1789 

5 0.2468 0.1776 0.1378 0.1075 0.0925 0.0758 0.0687 0.0719 0.1023 0.1949 

6 0.2312 0.1631 0.1246 0.1008 0.0861 0.0715 0.0646 0.0687 0.0989 0.1799 

7 0.2441 0.1845 0.1432 0.1123 0.0936 0.0766 0.0703 0.0721 0.1004 0.1909 

8 0.2783 0.1942 0.1525 0.1218 0.0970 0.0828 0.0735 0.0756 0.1020 0.2326 

9 0.2680 0.1903 0.1433 0.1134 0.0953 0.0793 0.0706 0.0752 0.1009 0.2199 

10 0.2753 0.1956 0.1436 0.1134 0.0928 0.0812 0.0749 0.0790 0.1112 0.2306 

11 0.2776 0.1978 0.1572 0.1155 0.0941 0.0827 0.0771 0.0808 0.1153 0.2428 



Table 4.8-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, and the low temper 
-ratures are 170"C to 70"C. The planning values are 0| = 0.000013 hour ', 02 = 0.0000405 hour ', 

and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 0.00 ImW. 

170°C 160"C ISO^C 140°C 130"C 120"C 110°C 100"C 90"C 80"C 70"C 

1 0.2459 0.1775 0.1303 0.1000 0.0868 0.0718 0.0636 0.0552 0.0517 0.0552 0.0677 

2 0.2500 0.1798 0.1306 0.1018 0.0872 0.0735 0.0638 0.0567 0.0528 0.0554 0.0679 

3 0.2424 0.1767 0.1274 0.1000 0.0861 0.0695 0.0626 0.0531 0.0517 0.0538 0.0676 

4 0.2357 0.1597 0.1197 0.0970 0.0767 0.0688 0.0589 0.0515 0.0464 0.0483 0.0663 

5 0.2647 0.1825 0.1354 0.1071 0.0874 0.0740 0.0640 0.0569 0.0532 0.0564 0.0681 

6 0.2393 0.1631 0.1246 0.0996 0.0825 0.0695 0.0595 0.0529 0.0510 0.0537 0.0667 

7 0.2661 0.1831 0.1370 0.1113 0.0884 0.0755 0.0648 0.0579 0.0532 0.0556 0.0684 

8 0.2789 0.1901 0.1437 0.1214 0.1003 0.0806 0.0674 0.0593 0.0542 0.0566 0.0732 

9 0.2714 0.1882 0.1422 0.1133 0.0913 0.0783 0.0673 0.0579 0.0534 0.0565 0.0704 

10 0.2745 0.2110 0.1468 0.1066 0.0897 0.0774 0.0652 0.0592 0.0570 0.0606 0.0758 

II 0.2764 0.2140 0.1476 0.1141 0.1013 0.0798 0.0681 0.0597 0.0608 0.0616 0.0778 



Table 4.9-Estimarion error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, and the low tempe 
-ratures are 170°C to 70°C. The planning values are 0, = 0.0000156 hour"', 02 = 0.0000506 hour ', 

and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 0.001 mW. 

170"C 160°C 150"C 140"C 130"C 120"C 110"C 100"C 90°C 80"C 70°C 

1 0.2414 0.1729 0.1239 0.1038 0.0851 0.0710 0.0619 0.0547 0.0506 0.0528 0.0684 

2 0.2542 0.1745 0.1327 0.1038 0.0860 0.0720 0.0624 0.0553 0.0516 0.0530 0.0685 

3 0.2365 0.1674 0.1237 0.1021 0.0841 0.0706 0.0615 0.0543 0.0501 0.0520 0.0680 

4 0.2316 0.1531 0.1121 0.0956 0.0809 0.0690 0.0564 0.0510 0.0478 0.0515 0.0637 

5 0.2545 0.1774 0.1361 0.1088 0.0872 0.0737 0.0636 0.0554 0.0516 0.0541 0.0695 

6 0.2358 0.1606 0.1193 0.1012 0.0825 0.0692 0.0581 0.0538 0.0487 0.0518 0.0678 

7 0.2559 0.1862 0.1381 0.1171 0.0873 0.0750 0.0645 0.0571 0.0517 0.0560 0.0702 

8 0.2693 0.1903 0.1501 0.11% 0.1013 0.0820 0.0669 0.0623 0.0524 0.0583 0.0737 

9 0.2651 0.1883 0.1462 0.1183 0.0892 0.0784 0.0646 0.0607 0.0523 0.0575 0.0710 

10 0.2557 0.1899 0.1422 0.1112 0.0916 0.0820 0.0690 0.0603 0.0537 0.0576 0.0750 

11 0.2722 0.2084 0.1438 0.1179 0.0933 0.0828 0.0696 0.0622 0.0546 0.0584 0.0785 



Table 4.10-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200°C, and the low 
temperatures are 170"C to 80°C. The planning values are 0i = 0.0000104 hour ', 63 = 

0.0000506 hour-I, and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is O.OOlmW. 

170°C 160°C 150°C 140°C 130°C 120"C 110°C 100"C 90"C 80°C 

1 0.2368 0.1682 0.1296 0.0963 0.0821 0.0747 0.0712 0.0844 0.1417 0.2721 

2 0.2512 0.1751 0.1305 0.1019 0.0871 0.0748 0.0719 0.0849 0.1453 0.3267 

3 0.2469 0.1736 0.1237 0.1049 0.0815 0.0714 0.0699 0.0841 0.1350 0.3849 

4 0.2472 0.1685 0.1232 0.1029 0.0834 0.0777 0.0646 0.0790 0.1322 0.3343 

5 0.2624 0.1765 0.1370 0.1070 0.0871 0.0801 0.0725 0.0851 0.1463 0.3284 

6 0.2370 0.1709 0.1288 0.0976 0.0882 0.0695 0.0668 0.0854 0.1370 0.3258 

7 0.2684 0.1804 0.1387 0.1108 0.0909 0.0808 0.0801 0.0863 0.1493 0.3339 

8 0.2803 0.2041 0.1597 0.1168 0.0965 0.0821 0.0815 0.0918 0.1543 0.3801 

9 0.2793 0.1822 0.1429 0.1109 0.0914 0.0808 0.0801 0.0871 0.1505 0.3351 

10 0.2458 0.1779 0.1443 0.1179 0.0934 0.0835 0.0753 0.0940 0.1635 0.4271 

11 0.2546 0.1898 0.1503 0.1234 0.0995 0.0878 0.0813 0.0956 0.1700 0.4918 



Table 4.11-Estimation error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, and the low 
temperturertures are 170°C to 100"C. The planning values are 0| = 0.000013 hour"', Gj = 

0.0000506 hour-1, and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is O.OlmW. 

170"C 160"C 150"C 140"C 130°C 120°C 110"C 100°C 

1 0.2534 0.1753 0.1355 0.1134 0.1101 0.1278 0.1823 0.3239 

2 0.2560 0.1796 0.1424 0.1142 0.1135 0.1291 0.1857 0.3293 

3 0.2485 0.1725 0.1348 0.1120 0.1075 0.1229 0.1789 0.3223 

4 0.2288 0.1584 0.1238 0.1065 0.1051 0.1149 0.1711 0.3610 

5 0.2593 0.1874 0.1466 0.1152 0.1158 0.1300 0.1875 0.3306 

6 0.2384 0.1607 0.1302 0.1107 0.1054 0.1211 0.1602 0.3150 

7 0.2598 0.1916 0.1483 0.1169 0.1162 0.1319 0.1914 0.3525 

8 0.2746 0.2034 0.1520 0.1299 0.1191 0.1348 0.1983 0.3713 

9 0.2735 0.2004 0.1498 0.1267 0.1168 0.1320 0.1967 0.3679 

10 0.2837 0.1794 0.1442 0.1234 0.1178 0.1409 0.1954 0.4030 

11 0.2878 0.1882 0.1460 0.1249 0.1265 0.1462 0.2007 0.4072 



Table 4.12-Estiination error for different test plans when the chosen high temperature is 200"C, and the low 
temperature are 140"C to 50°C. The planning values are 0| = 0.000013 hour"', Gj = 0.0000506 hour"', 

and log standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 0.0001 mW. 

140°C 130°C 120"C 110"C IOO"C 90°C 80"C 70°C 60"C 50°C 

1 0.1000 0.0862 0.0705 0.0623 0.0513 0.0465 0.0417 0.0402 0.0453 0.0779 

2 0.1026 0.0869 0.0706 0.0627 0.0526 0.0480 0.0422 0.0410 0.0462 0.0782 

3 0.0967 0.0841 0.0703 0.0610 0.0511 0.0446 0.0401 0.0397 0.0450 0.0765 

4 0.0944 0.0785 0.0689 0.0572 0.0478 0.0436 0.0374 0.0384 0.0441 0.0747 

5 0.1083 0.0871 0.0710 0.0648 0.0559 0.0485 0.0427 0.0412 0.0465 0.0792 

6 0.0963 0.0788 0.0703 0.0577 0.0501 0.0442 0.0395 0.0392 0.0446 0.0751 

7 0.1093 0.0900 0.0735 0.0653 0.0568 0.0488 0.0429 0.0422 0.0472 0.0798 

8 0.1241 0.0976 0.0798 0.0710 0.0615 0.0522 0.0467 0.0442 0.0509 0.0811 

9 0.1152 0.0941 0.0794 0.0669 0.0573 0.0492 0.0457 0.0429 0.0496 0.0801 

10 0.1105 0.0956 0.0755 0.0595 0.0552 0.0503 0.0407 0.0445 0.0491 0.0873 

11 0.1227 0.0961 0.0836 0.0635 0.0578 0.0517 0.0439 0.0446 0.0515 0.0898 



Table 4.13- Simulation results using the cost budgets of $40,000 and 

$70,000. The higher temperature is 200°C, and the lower 

temperatures range from 170°C to 70°C. The planning values 

are 0i = 0.000013 hour"', 02 = 0.0000506 hour"' and log 

standard deviation = 0.443. The measurement error is 

0.001 mW. 

Cs Cs 
T,°C T*,°K $ 40,000 $ 70,000 

170 443 0.3330 0.2169 

160 433 0.2197 0.1456 
150 423 0.1595 0.1207 
140 413 0.1309 0.0889 

130 403 0.1090 0.0784 

120 393 0.0955 0.0608 

110 383 0.0868 0.0537 

100 373 0.0865 0.0501 
90 363 0.1183 0.0549 

80 353 0.2052 0.0648 
70 343 0.5125 0.1172 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

If a product is made more reliable, we will be unable to observe failures in a reasonable 

test period. Collecting failure time data becomes infeasible. The approach of assessing 

product reliability based on failure time data is becoming impractical. If there are product 

characteristics whose degradation over time can be related to reliability, then collecting 

these degradation data can provide information about product reliability. The objective of 

this study is to develop methods to find optimal plans for accelerated degradation tests. 

Given a cost budget, the optimal total test time, the test stress levels, the number of units 

for each stress level, and the time for measurement are determined. From this study the 

following conclusions may be arrived at: 

1 .Analytical methods can be used to allocate test units to selected stress levels for an 

accelerated degradation test. A general approach, using transformations, or using 

approximations, can be employed to determine the optimal allocations of test units to 

selected stress levels. 

2. Model parameter estimation methods influence the precision of data analyses and 

the choice of the optimal test plan. The nonlinear mixed effects model method yields 

better results and should be used. 

3. In some circumstances, there may be some degradation paths that do not contain 

enough information to estimate all of the model parameters. For example, if the path 
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model has an asymptote, the degradation path at the lower stress level has not begun to 

level off as the test terminates. The approach of fitting each degradation path for each 

unit to And the parameters of each unit is not feasible. The nonlinear mixed effects model 

and the parameter estimation method can avoid this situation by fitting all the data to the 

degradation model and finding model parameters. 

4. Simulation can provide an insightful tool to plan an accelerated degradation test and 

evaluate the plan's properties. Different test plans can be compared, and the optimal plan 

can be obtained. Sample variability and unit-to-unit variability can be seen via 

simulation. Test plan sensitivity to the planning values and the effects of measurement 

errors can be obtained through simulation. 

5. Measurement error has a big influence on the choice of the lower test stress level 

for the optimal test plan. Large measurement error results in a choice of high level stress. 

A small measurement error results in a choice of low level stress. If we have a higher 

accuracy of measurement equipment, we should choose a lower level of stress. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. In some cases, sudden failures may occur when units are put into a test. A mixed 

model for modeling sudden failures and the failures caused by gradual degradations can 

be used. The population can be considered to have two subpopulations. Let m represent 

the total number of units put into the test, and nn represents the failed units due to sudden 

failures. Consequently, Subpopulation 1 has nn units, and Subpopulation 2 has m2 = m -

mi units. 
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A mixed model 

R = p Ri+(l-p) R2, 

where 

R= reliability of the whole population, 

p = proportion of Subpopulation 1, which is equal to /w/ /m, 

Ri = reliability of Subpopulation 1, 

and 

R2 = reliability of Subpopulation 2, 

can be used to model both sudden failures and the failures caused by gradual degradation. 

Designing test plans for these tests may be an interesting topic for future research. 

2. The continuous downscaling of transistor geometries has led to increasing 

electric fields inside the transistor. Due to the high lateral fields in short-channel 

MOSFETs, electrons in the channel of the transistor can gain sufficient energy to 

surmount the energy barrier and become trapped in the gate oxide. The injection of hot 

carrier into the gate oxide leads to a gradual degradation of the transistor's characteristics. 

In the last decade, this problem has evolved from a mere academic topic toward a real 

bottleneck for the further downscaling of transistors [49]. There are many studies of these 

degradation mechanisms in engineering literature, such as [49-51]. Deterministic models 

are used in these studies. Statistical degradation models and statistical accelerated 

degradation tests may help to understand the degradation behavior, study the effects of 

MOSFET scaling on the degradation and reduce the degradation effects. This may help to 
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shorten the time-to-market and make a company more competitive by delivering reliable 

products more quickly. 

3. In the degradation tests, the performance of the test units can be used to represent 

the reliability of the units. Examples of such uses include the output power of lighting 

products (an LED or a fluorescent lamp) [15], the transconductance of a MOSFET [II, 

49] and the current gain of the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) [51]. An important 

engineering topic is to And an appropriate performance characteristic to relate it to 

reliability and accurately measure the performance. The charge pumping technique was 

thought to be the only feasible technique to characterize hot carrier induced degradation 

of MOSFET [52] and it has been widely used for many years. Recently, the use of gate-

to-drain capacitance to characterize MOSFET's hot carrier degradation is proposed. 

Researchers have used the gate capacitance measurement technique to characterize the 

degradation in submicron MOSFETs [53]. 

4. Before conducting an accelerated degradation test, it is necessary to have a good 

test plan, to help to anticipate what will happen in the real test. The accuracy expected 

from the test can be obtained as may be seen in Tables 4.4 to 4.13. It is a good practice to 

plan a test carefully before conducting a test. A good test plan helps engineers to get the 

most efficient use of their test resources. 
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APPENDIX A 

WEIBULL TO NORMAL TRANSFORMATION 

Many statistical methods are based on the normality assumption. For example, the 

nonlinear mixed effects models assume that the random effects follow normal 

distributions. Unfortunately, some random variables do not follow the normal 

distribution. However, an appropriate transformation may yield an approximate normal 

distribution [54]. The statistical methods for normal distribution can then be applied. 

Let X be a random variable, which follows the Weibull distribution. Its probability 

density function (pdf) is 

where rj is the scale parameter and (3 is the shape parameter. 

Let y = X(X) be a transformation of a Weibull random variable X and / (y; rj.p.X) be its 

probability density function. Let <p{y; the pdf of a normal random variable with a 

mean, //, and a standard deviation, a. We want to fmd a transformation such that the two 

pdfs/{y;T],p,X) and <l){y; fu,<T) are close. A popular measure of discrepancy between two 

pdfs is called the Kullback-Leibler (KL) information [55, pp. 120-134], which is defined 

as 

— — exp( ), 
^ V n )  V n )  

(Al) 

W =/ Jb'in.P.X) logf (A2) 
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When X(X) is the power transformation X(k) = X'", Hernandez and Johnson [56] show 

that the best normalizing transformation for the Weibull distribution in the sense of a 

minimized KL information has the power parameter, X, given by 

X=l /3 ,  (A3) 

where / is the solution of the following equation: 

L + r(i+2/)T(i+2/) - (1+imi+1)_^ 

I r(i + 2/)-r'(i+/) 

where y is the Euler constant, r(a) is the gamma function and TCa) is the di-gamma 

function which is defined as the derivative of log r(a). Equation (A4) can be solved for /. 

The corresponding mean and standard deviation for the transformed random variable are 

r(l+1), (A5) 

and 

(T=;/-{r(l+2/)-r-(l+/)}"^. (A6) 

Equations (A3) and (A4) allow us to transform a Weibull distribution into a normal 

distribution. 

Furthermore, the Box-Cox transformation [57] provides a general technique of 

transforming parameters. The Box-Cox transformation is given by 

X(X) = (X'-1)/X, 1^0, 

X(?i) = loge(X), k=0. 

Given a set of data X = .vi, x j ,  x^ ,  ..., x„ .  To select the parameter k is to use the X that 

maximizes the logarithm of the likelihood function [58] 
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y(x,/i)=--iog. 
1=1 /-I 

(A7) 

where 

(A8) 

For example, a set of data in is given as follows [59]: 

.15 .09 .18 .10 .05 .12 .08 .05 .03 .05 .15 .10 .15 .09 

.05 .08 .10.07 .02 .01 .10 .08 .18.10.20.11 .30 .02 

.10 .10 .02 .10 .01 .40 .10 .20 .20 .10 .30 .40 .30 .05 

Substituting A = 1.5 into (A7) yields 

/X, 1.5) =--log. 
^(x,(1.5)-.v(1.5))-

n  1=1 
+(1.5-1) Xlog,.r,(1.5), 

r=l 

=-21 logc 

•0.15"-1 ,0.09"-1 ,0.05"-1 
[— .v(l-5)]- +[—— xil.5)]- + ... + [ 7^ .v(1.5)]-

1.5 0.09 1.5 
42 

0.15"-1 , 0.09"-1 , 0.05"-1 
+ 0 .5 [l o g c  — — + logc —— + - + logc —— ], (A9) 

where 

.r(1.5) =i2x,(1.5). 

1 ,0.15"-1 0.09"-1 0.05"-1 
= —[ + +...+ ], 

42 1.5 1.5 1.5 

or 
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.r(l.5) =0.03912. (AlO) 

Substituting Eq. (AlO) into Eq. (A9) and simplifying yields 

fix, 1.5) = 82.8832. 

Table Al-The values of the log-likelihood function obtained by 

varying A from -1.5 to 1.5. 

A AX,  A)  A  /X, A)  A  y{x. A)  

-1.5 41.1054 
o

 1 96.0974 0.6 104.433 

-1.4 47.4229 -0.3 98.9722 0.7 103.032 

-1.3 53.5432 -0.2 101.392 0.8 101.325 

-1.2 59.4474 -0.1 103.346 0.9 99.3403 

- I . l  65.1147 0 104.828 1 97.103 

-0.9 75.6471 0.1 105.841 1.1 94.6372 

-0.8 80.4625 0.2 106.395 1.2 91.9643 

-0.7 84.9421 0.3 106.507 1.3 89.1034 

-0.6 89.0587 0.4 106.199 1.4 86.0714 

-0.5 92.7855 0.5 105.499 1.5 82.8832 

Table Al gives the log-likelihood values for various values of A by varying A from -1.5 

to 1.5. It shows that A = 0.3 maximizes the log-likelihood function. The Box-Cox 

transformation is found to be X(0.3) = (X° ̂  -1)/ 0.3. 
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APPENDIX B 

SPLUS PROGRAM FOR THE LED EXAMPLE* 

# Accelerated Degradation Test Planning for LED 

# SPLUS Program 

# 
# planl = matrix corresponding to the eleven feasible 

# test plans whose tm-k-n combinations is less than C$ 

planl <-matrix(c( 

3600, 14, 100, 

3600, 15, 95, 

4000, 9, 100, 

4000, 10, 96, 

4000, 11, 91, 

4000, 12, 85, 

4000, 13, 81, 

4000, 14, 77, 

4000, 15, 73, 

4400, 8, 78, 

4400, 9, 72 

),3,11) 

# TotTime = Total test time 

# 3600 4000 4400 hr. 

# NR = Number of measurements 

# 8-15 

# NCT = Total number of test units 

# 70-100 

# Mlsig = Matrix for the true mean life 

# obtained from planning values 

# SmTSig = Temporary vector 

Mlsig<-matrix(0,7,3) 

SmTSig <-array(c(358679271,355567711,356927775), dim<-3) 

#1.0,1.0 

Mlsig[l,]<- SmTSig 

Mathsoft, Inc., Seattle, WA 98101 
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SmTSig <-array(c(13 53422168,1341848336,1347164724),dim<-3) 

#1.2,1.0 

Mlsig[2,]<- SmTSig 

SmTSig <-array(c(70250244, 70250244, 70250244), dim<-3) 

#0.8,1.0 

Mlsig[3,]<- SmTSig 

SmTSig <-array(c(78819280, 78819280, 78819280), dim<-3) 

#1.0,1.2 

Mlsig[4,]<- SmTSig 

SmTSig <-array(c(2267313757, 2267313757,2267313757, dim<-3) 

#1.0,0.8 

Mlsig[5,]<- SmTSig 

SmTSig <-array(c(8597583386, 8524651725,8556595780) ,dim<-3) 

#1.2,0.8 

Mlsig[6,]<- SmTSig 

SmTSig <-array(c(15584955,15450015,15510671) , dim<-3) 

#0.8,1.2 

Mlsig[7,]<- SmTSig 

# SmTSig = Degradation rate 

# SetSig = Degradation rate variance 

# SetSD = Measurement error 

# Begin time of running 

daO<-date() 

# SetSig = Log standard deviation 

# of LED degradation rate 

# for sensitivity analysis 

# SetSD = Measurement error 

# PO = Initial power output 

# SetSTl = low stress level temperature 190-50 

SetSig <-array(c(0.443*1.2 , 0.443*0.8,0.443), dim<-3) 

SetSD <-array(c(0.0001, 0.001,0.01) , dim<-3) 

P0<-5 

SetSTl <-array(c(190,180,170,160,150,140,13 0,12 0,110, 

100,90,80,70,60,50), dim<-15) 

# SetNC = Number of units put into 

higher stress level 200 degreeC 



# NCI + SetNC = NCT 

# = Total number of units put into test 

# SetDegr = Matrix of Degradation rate of LED 

# at lower stress levels 

# SetDrT = temporary degradation rate vector 

SetDegr<-matrix(0,7,15) 

SetDrT <-array( c(3.2803*10^-5,2.08624*10"-5,0.000013, 

7.92562*10^-6, 4.72022*10^-6,2.74152*10^-6,1.54992*10^-6, 

8.51187*10^-7,4.53 051*10^-7, 2.33122*10^-7,1.15644*10^-7 

5.51329*10^-8,2.51733*10^-8,1.09653*10^-8,4.53685*10^-9), 

dim<-15) #1.0,1.0 

SetDegr[1,]<- SetDrT 

SetDrT <-array( c(3.71399*10^-5,2.22292*10"-5,0.000013, 

7.41654*10^-6, 4.12036*10*-6,2.22488*10*-6,1.16519*10*-6, 

5.90462*10^-7,2.88783*10*-7, 1.35924*10*-7,6.13745*10*-8, 

2.64 921*10*-8,1.08885*10*-8,4.24257*10*-9, 1.55935*10*-9) 

dim<-15) #1.2,1.0 

SetDegr[2,]<- SetDrT 

SetDrT<-array{ c(2.81781*10*-5,1.93035*10*-5,0.000013, 

8.59648*10*-6, 5.5745*10*-6,3.53982*10*-6,2.1977*10*-6, 

1.33174*10*-6,7.86162*10*-7, 4.5116*10*-7,2.51108*10*-7, 

1.35199*10*-7,7.02112*10*-8,3.50549*10*-8, 1.67654*10*-8) , 

dim<-15) #0.8,1.0 3.3137*10*-9 

SetDegr[3,]<- SetDrT 

SetDrT <-array( c(3.4767*10*-5,2.34956*10*-5,0.0000156, 

1.01636*10*-5, 6.4888 9*10*-6,4.05376*10*-6,2.47403*10*-6, 

1.47244*10*-6,8.52911*10*-7, 4.79793*10*-7,2.6148*10*-7, 

1.37685*10*-7, 6.98383*10*-8,3.40091*10*-8,1.58397*10*-8) , 

dim<-15) #1.0,1.2 2.9535*10*-9 

SetDegr[4,]<- SetDrT 

SetDrT <-array( c(3.05496*10*-5,1.80378*10*-5,0.0000104, 

5.84596*10*-6, 3.19749*10*-6,1.69861*10*-6,8.74467*10*-7, 

4.35231*10*-7,2.08868*10*-7, 9.63669*10*-8,4.26064*10*-8, 

1.79862*10*-8,7.22046*10*-9,2.744*10*-9, 9.82168*10*-10) , 

dim<-15) #1.0,0.8 1.027*20*-10 

SetDegr[5,]<- SetDrT 
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SetDrT <-array( c (3.45886*10^-5,1.92196*10^-5,0.0000104, 

5.47021*10^-6, 2.79114*10^-6,1.3785*10^-6,6.57401*10^-7, 

3.01916*10^-7,1.33136*10^-7, 5.61874*10^-8,2 . 2612*10^-8, 

8.64259*10^-9,3.12315*10^-9,1.06168*10^-9,3.37579*10^-10) , 

dim<-15) #1.2,0.8 

SetDegr[6,]<- SetDrT 

SetDrT <-array( c (2 . 98651*10^-5,2.17399*10^-5,0.0000156, 

1.1023 9*10^-5, 7.66327*10^-6,5.23415*10^-6,3.50802*10^-6, 

2. 30374*10^-6, 1.48003*10^-6, 9 . 2854* lO"" - 7, 5 . 67775*10^-7 , 

3.37636*10^-7,1.94787*10^-7,1.08723*10^-7,5.8533 6*10^-8), 

dim<-15) #0.8,1.2 

SetDegr[7,]<- SetDrT 

# STime = Number of simulation 

# MSE41 = Array for mean square error 

# Mlife41 = Array for mean life 

STime<-1000 

MSE41 <-array(0, STime) 

Mlife41<-array(0, STime) 

# MTIOOO = Number of simulations 

# for use level mean life 

# boer = Array for use level parameter 

MT100G<-10000 

boer<-array(0, MTIOOO) 

# TAB<-200+273 High temperature 

# error2 = Matrix of estimation error 

TAB<-473 

error2<-matrix(0,11,15) 

# im = plan number 

For (im=l:ll, 

{ 
# jm = degradation rate 

# Val2 = degradation rate for 200C 

# sig = degradation rate variance; 3_1 2_0.8 

# sid = 0.001 measurement error 
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jm<-l 

Val2<-1.0 

sig<-3 

sid<-3 

# Select a test plan 

TotTime <- planl[l,im] 

NR<- planl[2,im] 

NCT<- planl[3,im] 

# SetDrT = Degradation rate 

# SmTSig = Degradation rate variance 

# jm = 1 1.0,1.0 

SetDrT <- SetDegr [jm, ] 

SmTSig <- Mlsig[jm,] 

# ds3 = Matrix for degradation data 

# do = Augmented matrix for degradation data 

ds3 _ matrix(0,nrow=NR,ncol=NCT) 

do <-matrix(0,nrow=NR*NCT,ncol=4) 

Rate200<- Val2*5.06*10^-5*TotTime/NR 

# errorl = Vector of estimation error 

n<-15 

errorl<-ST2.store<-rep(0,n) 

# pick up lower temperature 

# jki = temperature 3_170, 4_160 

For (jki=3:13, 

{ 

# STl = lower temperature in degree C 

# Absolute temperature for test stress level 

ST1<- SetST2[jki] 

TAC<-STl+273 

# NC = Number of test units for 

# higher temperature, obtained from 

# analytical step 

# NCI = Number of test units for 
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# lower temperature 

NC<- ceiling(NCT*(1/TAC-1/303)/(l/TAC+1/473-2/303)-0.499) 

NC1<- NCT-NC 

# DrT = The corresponding degradation 

# rate at lower temperature 

# SDLOGl = log standard deviation of LED 

# True mean life at use stress level 

DrT<- SetDrT[jki] 

SDL0G1<- SetSig[sig] 

TMLF<- SmTSig[sig] 

# Conduct STime simulation 

For (ij =1:STime, 

{ 
# Create theta, lognormally distributed 

# plus measurement error 

# Generate simulated data for higher temperature 

# Define a matrix whose dimension is NR * NC 

# number of row = NR = number of measurement 

# number of column = NC = number of test units 

# at higher temperature 

dsl _ matrix(0,nrow=NR,ncol=NC) 

oldseed <- .Random.seed 

for (i in 1:NR) { 

.Random.seed <- oldseed 

dsl[i,] _ rlnorm(NC,meanlog=log(Rate200*i) , sdlog= SDLOGl) 

} 
dsl _5*exp(-dsl) 

# Generate simulated data for lower temperature 

# Define a matrix whose dimension is NR * NCI 

# number of row = NR = number of measurement 

# number of column = NC1= number of test units 

# at lower temperature 

dsll _ matrix(0,nrow=NR,ncol=NC2) 

oldseed <- .Random.seed 

for (i in 1:NR) { 

.Random.seed <- oldseed 



dsll[i,] _ rlnorm(NC2,meanlog=log(DrT*TotTime/NR* 

sdlog= SDLOGl) 

} 
dsll _5*exp(-dsll) 

# Measurement error 

# Define a matrix whose dimension is NR * NCT 

# number of row = NR = number of measurement 

# number of column = NCT= number of test units 

# sdD = measurement error 

sdD<- SetSD[sid] 

for (i in 1:NR) { 

ds3[i,] _rnorm(NCT,mean=0.0,sd= sdD)} 

# Generate simulated data for both stress levels 
# plus measurement error 
for (i in 1:NC) { 
ds3[,i]<-ds3[,i]+dsl[,i]} 

for (i in (NC+1):NCT) { 
ds3 [, i] <-ds3 [, i] +dsll [, i-NC] } 
ds3<-ds3/5 

# Arrange the simulated data 
# ds3->d0 
# dO->dl 
for (i in 1:NC) 
for (j in 1:NR) 
do [j+NR* (i-1) , 1] 
do [j+NR* (i-1) , 2 ]  
do [j+NR* (i-1) ,3] 
do [j+NR* (i-I) ,4] 

} 
} 

for (i in (NC+1):NCT) { 
for (j in 1:NR) { 
do[NR*NC+j+NR*(i-NC-1),1] 
do[NR*NC+j+NR*(i-NC-1),2] 
do[NR*NC+j +NR*(i-NC-1) ,3] 
do[NR*NC+j +NR*(i-NC-1) ,4] 
} 
} 

{ 
{ 
<- TAB 
<- i 
<- TotTime/NR*j 
<- ds3 [j , i] 

<- TAC 
< - i 
<- TotTime/NR*j 
<- ds3 [j , i] 
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dl<- data.frame(do) 

# Matrices used in Minimize ||y-f|| 
# timeO = Vector of measurement time 
# TtmeO = Vector of stress level 
# yimeO = Vector of degradation amount 

timeO<-dl[3] 
TtmeO<-dl[1] 
yimeO<-dl[4] 

# Temporary vectors and matrix 
RIO <- matrix(0,NCT*NR,2) 
CIO <- matrix(0,NCT*NR, 1) 
blOe <- matrix(0,NR,1) 
blOb <- matrix(0,NR,1) 
die <- matrix(0,NR, 1) 
rile <- matrix(0,NR,1) 

# Initial conditions 
deta<-0.003 
sige<-0.0012 
sigb<-0.4 
bel<-12.0 
be2<-0.82 
bro<-0 

for (j i in 1 :30){ 
# XIO = Matrix of augmented df/dbeta 
# ZIO = Matrix of augmented df/db 
# TIO = Temporary vector 
# WIO = Vector of y-f+X*beta +Zb 
XIO <- matrix(0,(NR+1),2) 
ZIO <- matrix(0,(NR+1),1) 
TIO <- matrix(0,(NR+1),1) 
WIO <- matrix(0, (NR+1) , 1) 
timel <- matrix(0,NR,1) 
Ttmel <- matrix(0,NR,1) 
yimel <- matrix(0,NR,1) 

for (i in 1 :NCT){ 
# timeO = Vector of measurement time for unit i 

for (j in 1 :NR) { 
timel [j ] <-timeO [j + (i-1) *NR, 1] 



} 

# TtmeO = Vector of stress level for unit i 
for (j in 1 :NR) { 
Ttmel [j ] <-TtmeO [j + (i-1) *NR, 1] 

} 

# yimeO = Vector of degradation amount for unit i 
for (j in 1 :NR){ 
yimel[j]<-yimeO[j+(i-1)*NR, 1] 

} 
TIO <--exp (-exp (bro+bel-1/ (6 . 23*10'^-5*Ttmel) *be2) *timel) 
exp (bro+bel-/ (6 .23*10''-5*Ttmel) *be2) *timel) , 

# ZIO = Matrix of augmented df/db 
for (j in 1 :NR){ 
ZIO [j] <- TIO [j] 

} 
Z10[NR+1]<- deta 

# XIO = Matrix of augmented df/dbeta 
for (j in 1 :NR){ 
X10[j,l]<- Z10[j] 

} 
T10<-exp (-exp (bro+bel-1/ (6 .23*10''-5*Ttmel) *be2) *timel) * 
exp(bro+bel-/(6.23*10^-5*Ttmel)*be2)*timel) /(6.23*10^-
5*Ttmel) 
for (j in 1 :NR){ 
X10[j,2]<- T10[j] 

} 

# WIO = Vector of y-f+X*beta +Zb 
T10<-exp (-exp (bro+bel-1/ (6 .23*10''-5*Ttmel) *be2) *timel) 
for (j in 1 :(NR+1)){ 
W10[j]<- yimel [j] - TIO [j]+X10 [j , 1] *bel+ 

XIO [j ,2] *be2+Z10 [j] * blOe[i] 
} 

# QR decomposition 
Xmat <-Z10 
Xqr<-qr(Xmat) 
Rlli<-qr.R(Xqr) 
Qt<-t(qr.Q(Xqr, complete =TRUE)) 
R1000<-Qt%*% XIO 
C1000<- Qt%*% WIO 



blOe[i] <- R1000 [l,l] 
blOb[i] <- R1000 [l,2] 
clle[i] <- C1000 [l] 
rlle[i] <- Rlli 

# Arrange di to form Ra 
for ( j in 2:NR){ 
RIO [ (i-1) *NR+j , 1] <- R1000 [j+l,l] 
RIO [ (i-1) *NR+j , 2] <- R1000 [j+1,2] 
} 
for ( j in 2:NR){ 
CIO [ (i-l) *NR+j , 1] <- C1000 [j+l,l] 
} 
} 

# QR decompostion 
Xqr<-qr(RIO) 
ROOO<-qr.R(Xqr) #2*2 upper 
QO<-t(qr.Q(Xqr, complete =TRUE)) 
C000<- Q0%*% CIO 

# w+1 th beta 
Fe[l]<- (R000 [2,2]* COOO [1] - R000 [l,2]* COOO [2] ) / 
(ROOO [1,1]* ROOO [2,2]) 
Fe[2]<- C000 [2]/ ROOO [2,2] 
bel<- bel+(Fe [1]-bel)/2 
be2<- be2+(Fe [2]-be2)/2 

# w+1 th bi 
for (i in 1 :NCT){ 
blOe [i] <-(die [i]-blOe [i] * bel- blOb[i]* be2)/ rlle[i] 
} 
} 

# Maximize log likelihood 
for( jf in 1 :20) { 
CIO <- matrix(0,1,NCT*NR) 
RIO <- matrix(0,1,NCT*NR) 

for (i in 1:NCT) { 
Zi2<- matrix(c(1,1,l,deta), ncol =1) 
Xi2<- matrix(c(1,1,1,0) , ncol =1) 
Mm<-1+(i-l)*NR 
Yi2<- matrix (c (Yi [Mm, 1] , Yi[Mm+l,l], Yi [Mm+2 ,1] , 0) , ncol 
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Xmat <-Zi2 
Xqr<-qr(Xmat) 
Rlli<-qr.R(Xqr) 
Qt<-t(qr.Q(Xqr, complete =TRUE)) 

R1000<-Qt%*% Xi2 
C1000<- Qt%*% Yi2 
RIO [ (i-1) *3 + 1] <- R1000 [2] 
RIO [ (i-1) *3+2] <- R1000 [3] 
RIO [ (i-1) *3 + 3] <- R1000 [4] 
CIO [ (i-1) *3 + 1] <- C1000 [2] 
CIO [ (i-1) *3+2] <- C1000 [3] 
CIO [ (i-1) *3+3] <- C1000 [4] 
} 

# QR decomposition 
Xqr<-qr(t(RIO)) 
R000<-qr.R(Xqr) 
Q0<-t(qr.Q(Xqr, complete =TRUE)) 
C000<- QO%*%t( CIO) 

Fe<- C000 [1]/ ROOO 
Sige<- abs(COOO[2])/sqrt(NCT*NR) 

Nn<-20 
theta <- matrix(0,1,Nn) 
l.lik<- matrix(0,1,Nn) 
l.lik.d<- matrix(0,l,Nn) 
l.lik.dd<- matrix(0,l,Nn) 
theta[1]<-deta 
# iterate get theta[k+1] 
for ( k in 2:Nn){ 
l.lik[k-l] <- -NCT*NR*log(abs(COOO[2]))+ 
NCT*log(abs(theta[k-1]/Rlli )) 
l.lik.d[k-l] <- NCT*NR*log(abs(COOO[2]))+ NCT/abs(theta[k-
1] ) 
1. lik. dd [k-1] <- -NCT/theta [k-1]'*'2 
theta [k] <- theta[k-l] - (1. lik.d [k-1] ) / (1. lik.dd [k-1] ) 
} 
deta<-theta[Nn] 
} 

# Simulation to get meanlife at use stress level 
boer _ rnorm(MTIOOO,mean=0.0,sd=deta*Sige) 
Ttmeu<-303 
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expcoef<- bro+bel-1/(6.23*10*-5*Ttmeu)*be2 

# log(0.79432823) = -0.2302585 
boer _0,2302585/exp(expcoef + boer) 
sdml <- mean(boer) 
MSE41[ij] <- (sdml - TMLF) *2 
} 
) 

ST2 . store [jki] <-ST2 
# sum of (estimated mean life- true mean life) ̂̂ 2 
sdml <-sum(MSE41) 
sdml <- sqrt(sdml /STime) 
# estimation error 
errorl [jki] <- sdml /TMLF 
print (errorl [jki] ) 
} 
) 

for (jki in 1 :n) { 
print (ST2 . store [jki] ) 
print (errorl [jki] ) 

} 

print(Val2) 
print(SetDrT[3]/O.000013) 
print(SDLOGl) 
print(sdD) 

print(TotTime) 
print(NR) 
print(NCT) 
print(STime) 
print(im) 
dal<-date() 
print(dal) 
} 
) 
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